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Pat into Milk.
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Can fat be fed into milk? It is though t
[Brooklyn Eagle.]
4
Edward Maloney, a laborer of East
by some that the percentage of butte r
SPEÏD THK PLOW."
fat can be increased by scientific
L.
I., had a unique experience
feeding Norwich,
Tests, however, show that while ι \ at Sagamore Hill, when he harvested,
Correeuomlence on practical agricultural topics
of ratio will have a tendency t< > with the help of President Roosevelt,
change
la solicited.
Address all communlcaUons In
tende* 1 for this department to Hexky D. change the fat content for a short time
ten loads of fine hay from the PreaiHammond, \«cricultural Editor Oxford Dem- it will return to its former
percentag* > dent's big farm.
ocrat, Paria. Mo.
after the animal becomes accustomed t< »
At the village post office Maloney
the feed.
gave an interesting resume of hie day's
The New York (Cornell) station reoent work at Sagamore Hill. He said:
Something about the Morgans.
"About 2 o'clock the president came
ly made a test from a herd of 21 cows, t< >
We do not at times realize how dear learn, if
possible, the effect that libera I out to the field. Be was dressed in a
or valuable something may be until it is and short
feeding would have on th< white suit and a white neglige shirt and
Author of "Wings of the Morning," "The Pillar of
4+
♦♦
gone. A parent does not at times real- percentage of fat in milk. The cowi tie to match, and with a hearty greeting
♦♦♦
Light." Etc.
ize how dear a child is to him until he is were fed a
very poor ration. They wen and handshake all around began to
taken away, and it is so at times in re- placed
upon a scientific ration and testi pitch with three others, with me load- < ♦♦♦
gard to the child to the parent.
COPYRIGHT, 1904, By EDWARD J. CLODE.
again made. Speaking of the test, t ing. Before the first load was done, you $
Now it is felt that it was a great mis- bulletin says:
wouldn't have given 30 cents for the
take letting the breed of horses called
For a long time the opinion bas beet white shirt; and talk about sweat drops
texture of debilitated skin and
Morgans die out, and an effort is now very strong in the minds of dairymet like peas, the president had then as big
Gripping the reader fast with delicate
unnatural brilliancy of the eyes gnvc
being made to breed them back. It is that the percentage of fat in milk ie di- as black walnuts dropping from bis face, its tale
transthe
of
astounding
well to know in regard to them and the rectly and largely influenced
lier a remarkably youthful appearance.
by the food and he didn't stop to wipe them off,
cause of their being allowed to die out.
of the cow. If 99 out of a hundred either, but kept right on pitching up formation, in one day, of c This fantastic trick of death, in life
Fifty years ago the horses in the eastern dairymen are asked whether they car forkfuls so big that he had to get under ragged London waif into tht nccentuateil the resemblance between
part of Vermont were mostly all Mor- make their cows give richer milk bj them and shove them up to me.
incalculable wealth, mother and eon. The boy. too. was
and of the Woodbury branch. The changing food, they will answer at oncc
"Talk about hay pitchers, he's a won- possessor of
sharply outlined by hunger, nnd In the
ead of this branch, Old Woodbury, was in the affirmative, and
many will go so der. After we got two wagons loaded, this story by Louis Tracy measfading light of a March day the difby far the best son of the Juetin Morgan, far as to say that they have done it I drove to the barn with 'Teddy' in the ures
to
the
standard
of ference between the dread tokens of
up fully
the original Morgan horse.
time and time again. Still this is one oi lead, fork on shoulder, and when we
It may be asked. What made the Mor- the results that careful investigators reached the new bay barn, the president this romancer's other popular approaching collapse and the transient
gan the popular breed so loug? The have been trying to secure for the last climbed on my load and so up in the tales.
In the
of the effects of a scanty regimen on a viganswer is:
First, they were so hardy, twenty years, and so far they have met mow, where be took the bay from the
he
the orous youth was not readily distinnot
story
merely
depicts
tough, such lasters. Second, they were with little or no success. In a herd ol fork and mowed it away with more big
in
the hero's material guishable.
so intelligent and affectionate.
These poorly fed cows, an abundant ration drops falling from him in streams."
change
"Do you want anything, mother
Two telephone calls from Secretary circumstances, but the
qualities, with their great beauty, style easily digestible and rather nitrogenous
interesting dear?" said the boy. laying his hand
and get up, made them the popular in character, and continued through two Loeb failed to take the president from
of his character. tenderly on the clammy forehead.
horse for a long time.
years, resulted in an average increase of his work, although the business was im- development
The stirring adventures in which
When Vermont was tiret settled the one-fourth to one per cent of fat in milk. portant, the eervant said.
"Only to ask you. Phil, what it was
roads were few and poor. There were This was accompanied by an increase of
After the day's work was finished the Philip Anson became embroiled that the doctor told you."
no wagons, so that the horses were about 50 per cent in total milk produc- president bid the men good afternoon
was low and sweet, the dicby reason of his suddenly ac- The voice
mostly used to ride and as beasts of ed. The increased production was and with another handshake all around,
tion that of an education woman. The
sent
to
riches,
literally
burden. In taking the grain to the secured economically so far as the food he said he would be on hand again to- quired
boy, too. though bis tones were strong
mill they would at times be loaded with cost of fat and milk is concerned.
day to finish the remainder of the har- him from heaven, his loyalty to and harsh, spoke with the accent of
The Massachusetts station has juet vest.
bags of grain, and with someone on top
the
friend of his childhood good breeding. His manner and words
of them. Henry Clay was called the completed a similar test and issued a
Maloney, upon being asked if he
his
and
Mill Boy of the Slashes. The most of press bulletin in which the following would be on the job again to-day said,
manly efforts to win her gained some distinction from a slight
the business, the riding around, was conclusion is drawn:
"No, not if the president was going to love, are among the many ele- touch of French elegance and precision. This was only noticeable In redone on horseback, and it was found
"Neither the protein nor the carbohy- tire them up, as he did yesterday." He
ments of a plot which is dethat the Morgane, with their short, light, drate groupe,
he said, although Mr.
when fed in normal had enough,
pose. When excited or moved to deep
Mr. Tracy's well feeling, the continental veneer acquired
easy step (as sure footed as the mule) amount, have any noticeable influence Koosevel" only pricked him once with veloped with
were the beet saddle horses that there
in changing the proportions of the the tine* of the pitchfork.
at the Lycee In Dieppe instantly vanknown skill.
were.
The settlers were poor at first several milk ingredients, nor in modifyMaloney appeared somewhat weary,
ished. and lie became the strenuous,
and but few could afford the luxury of a ing to any marked degree the character last night, but was nevertheless proud
('ΠΑΡΤΕΒ I.
emphatic Briton he undoubtedly was
saddle. There was not that need of a of the butter fat, as revealed by the or- of having worked in the field with the
doctor'/"
"t
by birth and breeding.
S
(here
no
hope,
saddle with the Morgans' broad backs as dinary chemical tests."
president.
"He said, dearest, that what you
I
"Absolutely none—now."
there was with the rail-back ones.
The reader can see that from adverse
About the State.
"If she hud goue to the—the wanted wag some good wine—nice
With good roads and wagons it was conditions to liberal and scientific feed1 workhouse lutlnuary—would she things to eat. He is an awfully fine
found the Morgans were the most free, ing the increase is so email that it is
chap, and I am afraid 1 was rude to
have lived?"
pleasant driving horses that there were, hardly worthy of notice. In the New
The people of Hope are arranging to
it a
and enduring, too. No road was too York test the flow was increased a half
The doctor paused. The gulp before him, but he didn't seem to mind
but the fat remained almost the same. celebrate the 100th birthday of their that huteful word was not lost ou hlui. bit, nnd he is coining back soon with
long for thein.
As the Vermonters went west they This, beyond a doubt, goes to show that venerable and beloved fellow citizen,
1
lie tried professional severity and be- chicken broth and port wine, and
took with them their Morgan horses. richrass of milk is due to the cow, while Abner Dunton, which occurs on Thursdon't know what."
of
ou
the
care
Hinue
stowed
buttoulug
Mr.
at
100
1st.
Dunton,
From 1850 to 1800 there was quite a call the now in a great measure, is due to day, August
His brave vords were well meant,
years, is almost as well physically as the a glove.
from the west for the Morgans, and feed.
man
of 50, and his mental
ordinary
"I am surprised," he «aid, "that an but the mother's heart understood liiiu
of
the
beet
were
taken
specimens
many
powers are absolutely unimpaired. He excellent woman like your mother tou well to lie deceived. A thin hand
It can be supposed that there are
Poor Pasturage.
west.
has been and is a useful, honorable, encaught his wrist and feebly drew hliu
now as tine specimens west as there are
Pasturage, tbe most Important sum- terprising and energetic citizen, and it is should encourage your feelings of—er— nearer.
east.
It was about 1800 that the call mer element in milk
Coufouud
toward—er—
It,
is
a
production,
that his fellow townsmen should repugnance
was for horses having more size and
•'You say you were rude to him, Phil:
pronounced failure in the larger part of fitting
boy, have you no relatives or friends?"
him honor.
speed for the mile. The Morgans with the states from Maine to Ohio. Those do
"No, sir. \\e are alone In the world." How can that be possibleV \Yhat did
their broad breasts, short bodies, legs who turned out their cows early got no
Automobiliste who enter or leave
"And hard up, eh?"
you say or do to warrant such a deand stride, could not have speed for the benefit worth mention from tbe short Maine via the toll bridge at Portsmouth
α hand Into a pocket scription ?"
The
dug
boy
mile, but for an all day's drive, or »nd watery grass, and their pastures may be interested to know that the
He hesitated for a moment. Willi
with the stolid Indifference of despair.
several of them they would tire out aud have failed to
grow since they were supreme court at New York has decided
some pen- rare self control in one so young he
outlast many of the fast ones. The Morthat the proprietors of a toll bridge near He produced 2 shillings and
grazed.
determined not to communirills then seemed to be the horses wantThose who waited for their pastures Saratoga are not within their charter nies. lie picked out the silver, and the fiercely
cate his own despair to his mother. S<>
ed, as they had more size and speed for to make a good growth before turning rights in charging toll on automobiles, man reddened in protest
the mile. The Morrills are called Mor- in their cows find that only a-short for these vehicles are not mentioned in
"Don't be stupid, Philip. That Is he laughed gcutly.
"We are so jolly hard up, you know,
gans, aa it is understood that their growth of tough, poor, wiry grass has their charter as tollable.
It is quite your name, is it not? When I wunt my
founder. Old Morrill, traces on his sire's been made, and it will hardly pay to likely that the same rule would be found fee I will ask for It. Your mother and it sounded strange in uiy ei.rs 10
side to the Juetin Morgan through Bul- graze it. A summation of reports from to apply everywhere, as toll bridges are
needs a nurse, wine, chicken broth. talk about expensive luxuries which I
rush Morgan. Yet they have no more 10 states shows that pasturage has a survival of the dark ages and most or
Vou are old enough to realize that a could not buy. He line often told us.
to
than
have
the
resemblance
Morgans
ranged from very good, in a few com- all of them were chartered before the doctor practicing in a neighborhood dear, that you would be better <ared
the Clays or Hambletonians.
paratively small areas, to average in a idea of the automobile took practical like this
might want suclr things him- for in the* infirmary. I am afraid now
The Morrills crowded out the Mor- few areas, and to almost total failure in shape.
self and whistle for them. But in the he was right, only we couldn't beargans, yet they did not prove first class many areas, giving a probable average
The urgent necessity of making more
trotters, as they lacked the lasting or if about 65 per cent for the states.
—er—lniirmary they are provided by to be parted. Could we. mother?"
heroic attempt to bold the gypsy moth
Nut all his valor could cuuirol his
staying blood of the thoroughbred to
the state."
This low average of pasturage is rebecomes
control
in
Maine
under
plainer
carry their speed to the tiuish. They jected in the decreased flow of milk in
"Would my mother have lived had tremulous lips. A beautiful smile Illuas the unsucthat
each
with
day
passes
could trot quarters and halves fast, but these states. That the aggregate yield
the face of the Invalid.
in Massachusetts she consented to be taken there a mined
could not last in the race, aud they have )f milk is below the average is shown in cessful fight goes on
"So you are tryin'i to hoodwink me.
month ago?"
a million dollars a year is being
where
now been crowded out by the Lamberts the station,
creamery, factory and conAgain the man wondered at the stony Phil, for the first time. I know wliai
spent without appreciable success in
and Hambletonians.
lensery receipts of milk up to date.
the extension of this pest. It is persistence of the quest loner, a fear- the doctor said, lie told you that
staying
An attempt is now being made to
Only an abnormally favorable com·
not
that no general success less
looking, active boy of fifteen, at- could not recover and that I had
breed back the Morgans, aud this can be Dination of rainfall and temperature now recognized
natural paratired in worn clothes too small for him long to live; In a word, that 1 am dydone by lookiDg the country over and from now to the end of summer could can come except through
sitic enemies of the moth and to that end
and wearing an old pair of l»oots severfinding the best specimens that there are sring the pasturage element up to the
the energies of the expert entomologists
There are many
and mating them.
Then the boy gave way utterly. Ile
is
not
in
and
that
combination
al sises too large. The strong, young
iverage,
of
A
crumb
comfort
directed.
are
being
horses that are called Morgans that ,
light. As a commanding influence in comes from recent investigations in face,pinched with vigils and privations: flung himself down by the side of tin
have no more resemblance to the Mor- nilk production pasturage, it seems safe
and burled his face in the covernorthern Europe, where it appears that the large, earnest eyes, heavy with un- bed
gans of the Woodbury Morgan pattern
;o «ay, is no longer to be considered
the Hps, quivering in their let.
and
shed
of
uorthermost
tears;
in
the
Norway
parts
than does a black sheep to a white teriously in summing up the count for
Sweden—countries which have been ex- resolute compression over a chin that
"Oh, mother, mother:" he walled,
sheep. They may have a very little of 11)07. A spurt in pasturage may come
to the pest—there seems to have indicated great strength of character, and his passionate sobs burst forth
the blood, but it has been so diluted ate in'tbe season, but even in that posed
infestation.
or
damaging
that the Morgan characteristics are en- jvent the majority of the cows will be been no serious
appealed far more to the doctor than with alarming vehemence. The poor
This would indicate that the frreste of the
whimpering terror with which the ■ woman vainly strove to soothe him.
tirely obliterated aud gone.—Allen W. to near the end of tbe lactation period the northern
of
New
England children of the jwor usually meet tho She could not move, being paralyzed.
portions
Thomson, in The Trotter and I'acer.
in mille
;hat no important increase
in
for
the
winter
too
cold
prove
might
but her fingers twined gently in hi »
field will be
possible.—New York gypsy moth to become as destructive as grim vision of death.
The wrestle with the glove ceased, hair, and she gasped brokenly:
Nevertheless until
in Massachusetts.
Starting New Orchards in Maine. Farmer.
"Phil, darling, don't make it harder
the fight can be won in Massachusetts no and a kindly hand rested on Philip's
Many young men are thinking of
The dray Horse.
for me. Oh. calm yourself, my dear
shoulder.
line of effort should relax in Maine.
starting in orcharding in Maine. Maine
I read somewhere recently that gray
has many tine orchard towns and many
"No," came the quiet answer. "May one, If only for my sake. 1 have so
New Coaches for G. T. R.
îorses were not up to the standard or
tuwns that are not adapted to orchardGod help ycj, she would not have much to say lo you and perhaps so Utwords to that effect, writes the ParkThe Grand Trunk shops at Point St. lived."
ile time'. Be strou·,', Philip. Be stroll-'
ing that are tine farming towns. Our
for the Presque Charles have completed five new passenbest orchard farms are among our hilly lurst correspondent
VI uo
end brave, and all will b» well with
"U0C1 UOPB ΠϋΙ Ut'ip uuyuvujr,
isle Star-Herald. Then he goes on to ger coaches of the latest model and
best
thrive
the
where
orchards
towns,
you. I know you will miss me. We
1 lay:
I never was so astonished in my standard of that Company.
The ex- the amazing retort
ou our hill tops, northwest elope where
have been all in all to each other since
The dot-tor was shocked, visibly so.
ife. I have always thought and do terior of the cars is bottle green with
found.
is
almost
always
good drainage
that gray or white horses were the
"That is a foolish and wicked state- your father's death. But my memory
gold lettering, and the interior is finishTrees etauding in low, wet land or at j low,
breed on the ed in
the foot of hills where getting all the landsomest, toughest
polished mahogany. The seats are ment," he said sternly. "Do not let must be sweet, not bitter to you.
recplanet. The celebrated Arabian horses the latest high swing-back pattern, upyour mother hear such awful words. When you think of me I want the
draiuage from the high land above will 1 ire white or
dapple gray. Famous holstered in green plush. The body of She has lived and will die η true Chris- ollection to Inspire you to do that
soon die with wet feet.
Keep out of all
in all war have ridden white or the car will seat sixty people and the
such low, wet places with trees and you I teuerals
I have never met a woman of which is right regardless of consetian.
Circus men select
room, which is upholstered in greater natural charm and real piety. quents. to strive always Tor honor
will save failure. If you have no good ron gray chargers.
smoking
horses to draw the band wagons in leather,, twelve people. A strip of Wilorchard laud, let some one else raise I fray
she uud tor the approbation of your own
lie street parades. John P. Squire & ton carpet covers the center of the car, She has Buffered so much that
your fruit who has the chance, this will 1
My own dear l>oy. we
the great packing company, always and Linoleum is used as the floor cover- merits the life eternal. It Is a reward, Conscience.
be the cheapest for the lowland farmer. Jo.,
these must bow to the will of God. We have
! .elect Percheron horses not so much
ing for passages and smoking room. not a punishment. Cast away
A good many of our local traveling
ur the color but because their feet will
Pintech gas is installed for lighting, terrible thoughts. (Jo. rather, and knee) indeed been sorely tried, you far more
apple tree agents are selling and recom- 1 itand
on the pavements better seven
than I. for I can look back on years of
large four-burner lamps being used by her side In prayer."
mending almost every kind of apple to ;hau travelling
any draft breed._ It is said that for this purpose.
For an instant the great brown eyes perfect happiness with a loving husthe farmer to raise for our big markets,
loan of Arc rode a milk white horse
The cars are equipped with apparatus blaze 1 fiercely at him.
band and α delightful child, whereas
which is a great mistake, if he buys
1 ind St. John, the revelator, saw a white for steam
heat, air eignale and highwhat is recommended he will soon be
"Am 1 to pray that my mother shall you have been plunged into poverty
lurse in Heaven.
β, 2.) Half of speed quick action air brakes. They
and misery nt an age when life should
raising a lot of fruit that will puzz'e ;he draft horses in (Rov.
Aroostook are white have standard wide vestibules with steel be taken from u:e2"
him to sell, he has not raised what the
be opening before you with every
if it be God's will."
that
"Even*
1 >r gray and another decade will see 90
platforms and are mounted on six-wheel
market wants. To make a success in
of a successful career. Per
to
utter
of
promise
The
them
of
that
The
yielded
color.
passion
>er cent of
gleam
trucks. The length of the cars is 75
his selection of apples to raise for the
1 armers own and work the gray horses feet, 0 inches; weight 100,000 pounds.
helpless!·.·3«». The boy again brought haps, Phil, your trials have come to
big markets he must go to our big mar- 1 mri believe them to be tbe toughest
and They embody all the latest improvements f«.rtli hi* t'.ny store of money.
you early, as mine have fourni nie lato.
kets and talk with commission mer1
breed, and it will take barrels in passenger equipment, and are exam"fct:r ·!>'." lie «aid. "1 can buy sua*1 I trust I have Lome reverses of health
chants who will tell what is the best itrongest
1 >f
ink to convince them to the
ples of the high class rolling stock which small amat'ût of wine. In the shops and fortune with patience and resigselling apple for this particular market. 1 printer's You
may change a farmer's the Grand Trunk are continually adding
Then raise what the market is calling :oiitrary.
they sell (hl'i rs in tin-< that make chick- nation. My present suffering will tw
1
or politics, make him think he to their service.
These coaches have
for and nothing else. Tbe market wants 'eligion
en i
..Hi, don't th.-y? I have a lire and a lasting Joy to me if in the life to
8 rich and handsome, coax hie wife to been
for service between MonWould you mind telling me"— come I can know that my example has
quality, size and color aud nothing else. un away with you or sell him a dog, treal assigned
a kettle.
and Chicago.
When the apple grower attempts to
"Theie, there! You go to your moth- been α stimulus to you amid the
>ut you will never make him think a
of
kinds
of
all
getapples, thinking
grow
I
A Vacation Behind a Horse.
er and endeavor to cheer her up.
chances and changes of your career.
I ;ray horse is not a jewel.
ting a fancy price, he soon runs up
To most people the question of how will see \««fctt I can do. What! Would Tromise me, darling, that you will reis
there
and
swears
failure
a
big
against
Restoring Lost Fertility.
to spend a vacation when it is limited to you argue with me? Oo at once. I InThat is right,
no money in orcharding.
sign yourself to the decrees of ProvlOne of the best, surest and safest two weeks becomes a problem, but in sist. Listen. She Is calling for you."
there is not one cent of profit in that
deiu f eTen in the hitter fW>ur of our
for
New
Idea
Woman's
the
of
lost
is
no
nethods
were
Magazine
there
tenement
be
successreturning
to
fertility
that
In
kind of work. Orcharding
poor
parting."
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The front window looked out Into a forever.
Many men have tried dairying and >urpose (alfalfa excepted in some sec- selected wardrobe into a gunny-sack,
paved court girt by tumbledown
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very light.
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also gave me a sovereign to tiue
you over the next few days."
The word struck with
Funeral!
sledge hammer force. Phil hart not
thought of thatv lie rememberei the
dismal pomp of such events in this
squalid locality, the loud sobbing of
women, the hard faced agony of men.
the frightened curiosity of children.
Hie mother, so dear, so tender, s;> soft
Cheeked—the bright, beautiful, laughing
woman of their life In Dieppe- to be

they

prayers will surely be granted. I will
watch over you. If you are Id danger,
ray spirit will come back to you across
the void. We cannot be parted. Oh.
God, It Is Impossible! You are the life
of my life. I am not dead while you
ettll live."
Even as she spoke her left hand and
arm, hitherto untouched by the cruel
blight which had made her a helpless
Invalid during many weary months, beShe was dying
came numb and rigid.
now. not with the struggle against the
king of terrors which often marks the
passing of humanity, but with a slow
torpidity more nkln to sleep.
lier brain was clear, but the stock of
nervous force had sunk bo low that her
few remaining words were spoken with

taken away from him forever and permitted to fade slowly Into uothliigness
In some dreadful place, hidden from
the sunshine and the flowers she loved!
For the ?r«it time he understood death.
When bis failw.was killed, his mother
Anxious feuding on her diswas left.
pel led the horror of the greater tracredy. Now all was lost. The tèar.i.tMt
he hated were welling forth agaiii. and

difficulty. They were mostly endearing
expressions, appeals to her loved one
to hope and pray, to trust steadfastly

in the all wise power that would direct
his destiny.
With the last flicker of
existence the maternal Instinct became
dominant «main, and she asked him not
to forget her.
The boy could only murmur agonised
appeals to the merciless unseen not to
rob him of the only being he held dear
on earth, but even In that awful moment he hail the strength to cease his
frantic protests when they eeemed to
cause her pain, and he forced himself I
to Join her in prayer.
When the doctor brought a nurse
and some small store of the much
needed delicacies Mrs. Anson was already unconscious.
!
The boy, aroused from frenzy by the
steps on the stairs, shrieked Incohe-

rently:

he savagely bit his lip.
"You have been—very pood—to us,
doctor," he forced himself to sa>. "If
ever—I can repay you"—
"There, there, not a word! Blows mj
soul, yours Is a difficult case."
Again the doctor tackled his glove.
He glanced at his watch.
"Four o'clock. I am an hour late on
my rounds. No, Phil. Don't go up
stall's. There are some women coming.
Wait until they have tended your
mother. And—one last word. It will
do you no g<«»l to keep vieil by hei
side. Best think of her as Iivlncr, not
dead. You will be grateful *or my advice in after life."
The women arrived, coarse but kindly hearted creatures. One of them
gave the 1k>j a packet of letters.
"I found 'etn under the dear jydy*s

"I have killed my mother. See! She
she said. Neither poverty nor
Is dead. I killed her. I made her cry. pillow,"
death robbed .Mrs. Anson of the reYou told me to look after her until you
spect paid to her by all who came In
returned. She cried and screamed be
contact with her.
cause I spoke so wildly. It Is all uiy I
He sat down, untied a string which
fuult. I"—
1
"Hush! Your mother Is not dead, but I bound the letters together and Ijoked
on the first envelope, it
dying. Not all the skill of man can at the address
bore his mother's name and a recent
eave her. I/et her die In peace."
what
No other words could have checked postmark. Wondering dolefully
had
tho wild torrent of lament that surged correspondence she could have
defrom that wounded heart. So she still during these later months that
he
lived. There remained a faint flicker I manded such careful preservation,
the took out the letter. Suddenly he hesiof life. Not yet had she
aldreadful barrier of eternity.' Through tated. Perhaps these documents
his mother
his blinding tears he thought he could luded to something which
For an Indiscern a smile·» the worn face. Tin- did not wihh him to know.
doctor watched I'hll more uurrowly stant his impulse wan to consign the
thuu the sunken frame on the bed. It I packet to the tire. No; that πιΐχlit 1,<·
wrong. He would glance at thel: genwas best that the paroxysm of grief
should go untrammeled. The nurse, a I eral purport and then commit them to
the flames if he thought flt.
young woman unused as yet to the In- I
evltableness of death, moved timidly
toward the windows and udjusted the
curtains to admit more light.
At last when Phil's strength yielded
to the strain of his sorrow and the
very force of his agony had spent iteelf-the doctor leaned over the inanl- I
mate form and looked Into the eyes.
"It has ended, I'hll," lie whispered.
"Your mother b In heaven!"
In heaven: What a tocsin of woe In
a message of faith! The iwy suddenly I
stood up. Hope was murdered within I
him. Ills tears ceased, and his Inliored
breathing came under control with a
mighty effort. lie stooped and kissed I
the pule cheeks twice.
|
"Uoodby, mother," he said, and the
dull pain In his voice was so heart- I
rending that the nurses sympathie*
mustered her. She burst out crying.
Professional Instinct came to the* doc- I
tor's aid. He sharply reprimanded the I
half hysterical woman and sent her ofi I
ou nn errand to bring those whose duty I
it Is to render the last services to frail I
mortality. The boy he led downstairs. I
He was α busy man, with many claims I
on his time, but this strange youngster
interested him, and he resolved to turn I
the boy's thoughts forcibly away from
the ail absorbing horror of his moth- I A
hoy ran forint ni to nfjcv his « rvlro
er's death.
fit the carrlntjc door.
I
"Have you a tumbler or a cup?" he I Tli·» letter In his'hand wan fir*ntl«xl.
said sharply.
'The Ilall, Reltham. Devon," and date !
Phil handed him a tumbler. The ibotit a month earlier. It read:
doctor poured out some wlue taken
Dear Madam—I fun requested by Sir
from the nurse's basket, soaked a piece I Philip Morlaud to iisik you not to iroubl·'
This
It
wltti ft-rthf-r correspondence.
and
to
llm
bread
in
the
of
gave
liquor
1m v<· been ΙίπίΓΐ'Ί
the l»y with an Imperative command I s the fourth time I
so
t.
run.
in
thes··
pleuK
jy lilm to write
to eat It Instantly.
îote thiit yo':r letters will in future reSomewhat to his surprise, he was
gain unanswered. Yours truly,
LOUISA MORLAND.
obeyed. While Phil was devouring the
food of wliich he stood so greatly In
The ctirt Incivility of the not.
need the doctor reviewed the circumbrought an angry tlush to the boy'·
stances of this poverty stricken house
face. Who was Sir Philip Morlan<!
hold so far as they were known to him.
hat he should dare to offer this Insult
Mr. and Mrs. Anson had occupied a I :o a lady? Evidently a relative, and a
fairly good position In Dieppe, where I ienr one, for Morlaud was his moth
Philip's father was the agent of an old »r's name, and his own Christian nam·
established London firm of coal ship
invested a family connection. Yet sh.
ind never spoken of any such |»er*on.
pers. About two years earlier both
husband and wife were seriously InThree other letter» of |:··«·(κ11ηι: date»
jured In a motor car accident. Mr. An- | ihowed thar "Louisa Moil.md" k?pt ac
■on sustained concussion of the brain I, •urate reckoning. *Πκ>ιν were half η
tud practically never regained his
lo/.en more, from η firm of sol dtors.
senses, though he lingered for some : Some of these were merely formal acweeks and was subjected to two op- I knowledgments of letters received and
eratluus. Mra. Anson's spine was damorwaided, but one stated that they
aged, with the result that she changed 'were instructed by Lady Morluiul to
from α bright and vigorous woman lu- | η form Mrs. Anson that Sir Philip Morand declined either to see or bear
to u decrepit invalid doomed to early

yassed

death from slow paralysis.
When the treat expenses attendant
on these mishaps were paid she found
herself not only absolutely poor, hut
rendered Incapable of the slightest ef
fort-tu turn her many and juried talents to account In order to earn α livelihood. Hhe came to London, where

her."
That was ail. Philip sprang up with
He was alone in the
'ace aflame.
louse now, ale ne with his dead Mother.
He went upstairs, with the letters
Ttished In his right hand as though h
vould choke a reptile which had stunv
he only being he loved. He bent over

ausly gnve her rent free possession of
the tenement in which she was lylnu
dead, helped her with fund* to furnish
It modestly and found a clerkship for
Philip with κ promise of early promo-

ligned,

her late

husband's

employers

roin

he shrunken form, so placid, so re
so angelic in the peace of death,
md his hot tears fell unchecked.
"You poor darling!" he murmured. "I
>ellcve you humbled yourself « ven to
>eg from these people for mj sake,
ft'hat can I do to show my love for

gener-

tion.

But the cap of sorrow Is seldom left
half tilled. Barely had the widow settled down to a hopeful struggle on be
half of her beloved sou than a quarrel
between partners led to the sale of the
firm's business to a limited liability
iOinpnny. Economies were effected to
make way for salaried directors. Phil·
ρ was dismissed, with several other
lunlor employees, and the stable yard
nras marked out as a suitable site for
the storage of coal required by the
local factories.
This development took place early
In the new year, and the new company
lllowed Mrs. Anson to occupy her tiny
tbodc until the last day of March. It
was now March 5. and how the widow
uid her son had lived during the past
;wo months the doctor could only guess
from the gradual depletion of their tit-

le store of furniture.
It was odd that such an Intelligent
ind well bred woman should be so
:ompletely shut off from the rest of
the world, and hie first question to
Phil sought to detennine this niystery.
"Surely," he said, "there Is some one
to whom you cau appeal for help. Your
'ather and mother must have had some
relatives, even distant cousins, and if
they are written to a friendly hand

■nay be forthcoming."
Philip shook his head.

The

mere

taete of food had provoked a raveuou*
ippetlte. He could not eat fast enough,
rhe doctor stayed him.
"Better wait a couple of hours, Phil,
md then you can tackle a hearty meal,
I like to see such
rhat'e the thing.
prompt obedience, hut yon certainly
lave wonderful self control for one so
jroung. 1 may tell you. to relieve près
»nt anxieties, that a few employees of
the
pour father's firm have guaranteed
expenses of your mother's funeral, aud

<

Oil?"
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CHAPTER II.
Friday evening, Marc 10, a
thunderstorm of unusual vio-

lence broke over London. It
was notably peculiar In cerain of its aspects. The weather was
old and showery, a typical day of the
■larch equinox. Under such conditions
larometric pressure remains flxed rath
τ than variable, yet many whose busi
lees or hobby It Is to record su» h facts
•bserved a rapid shrinkage of t!ie mer
:ury column between the hoirs of t!
ind 7. A deluge of rain fell for many
uluutes and was followed abiiut 7:3<i
». m. by α mad turmoil of thunder and
in astounding electrical display not
iften witnessed beyond the conflues of
he giant mountain ranges of the world.
So violent and unnerving vas the
lUtbnrst that the social life of Lou
Ion was paralyzed for the hour. The
iter parties, diners in the fashionable
estaurants. the greater million nnx
ous to get away from offices and shop
hose eager alike to enter and leavehe charmed circle of the four mile ralilts, were ruthlessly bidden to waif
vhile the, awesome forces of natur··
nade mad racket In the streets. Ail
lorseflesh was afraid. The drivers of
:abs and omnibuses were unable to

They had suflicion'
ido to restrain their maddened milnais from adding the havoc of blind
'harges through the streets to the gen
>ral confusion caused by the warring
•lements.
Telegraph and telephone
vires Itecame not only useless, but
langerons, and the suburban train
lervlce was consequently plnnged Into
t tangle from which It was not e\trl
•ated until midnight.
So general was the confusion, so
nake progress.

widespread the public alarm, that tlie
sudden cessation of tlie uproar at
8 o'c lock caused mor* prayers of thankfulness to lie uttered In tlie metropolis
than had been heard for many a day.
Thus far the
But worse remained.
llghtulug had lieen appalling, brilliantly lurid, but harmleM. At 10 o'clock
the storm raged again, this time without the preliminary downfall of ralu,
and the lightning, though less sensutlonal In appearance, was demoniac
lu effect, levying a toll on human Uvea,
causing tires and general damage to
property, accounts of which filled
many columns of the newspapers next
morning. This second outburst wan
succeeded by heavy and continuous
rain. At the hour when the theaters
emptied their diminishing audiences
Into the streets London wore Its normal rain Mûlijfn uiqtect.
It was not
until the following "dftj .that people
fully understood the magnitude and
terrifying results of the later display.
About a quarter to H, while the tirst
storm was at Its height, a carriage and
pair da$Jied into a fashionable West
End square and pulled up outside α
mansion '«st In the stereotyped mold
of the early Victorian i>erlod.
The
horses, overfed and underworked, had
been rendered frantic by the drive
through the park from the farther
west.
Fortunately, they knew this
halting place, or the coachman would
have succeeded In
never
stopping
them. As it was, they sweated white
with fear, and the footman, shouting
to the occupants of the carriage that
he could not attend to the door, ran
to their heads after giving a vigorous
tug nt the house ΙκΉ.
A bey. tall and thin, and scantily attired for such weather, who had taken
shelter In the dark portico of the mansion. ran forward to offer Ids services
nt the carriage door.
A bundle of
even I UK papers, covered with a piece
of sacking, somewhat Impeded the use
of Ids left hand. and. as It hapiteued,
in his right he held a large bun ou
which he had just commenced to dine.
Before he could turn the handle the
carriage door opened from the Inside.
A man sprang out.
"Cet out of the way." he said Impatiently, and the newsboy obeyed,
glad that he had not followed Ids first
impulse and itung away the bun.
A vivid tlaah of lightning made the
horses rear and plunge.
"I.ook sharp, Elf!" cried the stranger
In no more cordial tone. "Oatber your
wraps and Jutup out. On a night like
this these nervous brutes"—
A peal of thunder that rattled tho
windows Interrupted him. The two
animals reared and backed with one
accord. The plucky footman, hanging
on to the crossbars of the bits, was
lifted ο IT his feet and banged violently
against the pole. He was forced to let
P> and f< II, staggering backward some
yards before he drop|>ed. There wus
a
smash of Iron and wood, and the
near bind wheel of the carriage Jammed against the curb. A slight scream
came from the interior. Certain that
the vehicle would turn over Instantly,
the man who had alighted slammed the
door and sprang clear. In doing so be
tripped over the newsboy and fell
heavily ou the pavement. The boy.
quicker to note that the breaking of
the pole had given a momentary respite, rushed into the roadway, throwing away both precious bun and still
more precious stock of unsold papers.
lie wrenched the other door open
and shouted:
"This way, madam, tjuick!"
She s|vrang
"Madam" was quick.
right Into his arms and proved to b«- a
girl of twelve or thereabouts, dressed
all In white and wrapped In an ermine
cloak.
Over went the carriage with a feurftil crash. The coachman managed to
Jump from the box into the roadway.
He retained the reins and whip In Ills
grasp and now, losing ids temper, la -bed the struggling horses savagely. Tills
cowed them, and they ceased their antics.
The boy and the girl found themselves standing on the sidewalk close
to tlie ruined vehicle.
"You have saved my life!" snld tho
iilrl sweetly and without any trace of
the nervousness which might naturally
be expected after such a narrow escape
from a serious accident.
The boy noted that her eyes were
large and blue, that she wore a great
shining ornament In her hair and that
she appeared to be dressed In somewhat fanciful manner, though the big
cloak she wore concealed the details.
The door of the mansion opened, and
servants came running out.
Suddenly the boy received a violent
blow on the side of the head.
"Confound you!" shouted the man
who had fallen on the pavement, "why
didn't you get out of the way when I
told von?"
The l>oy. Astounded by such recngnlflnn of his timely help, made no reply. but tin* trlrl protested vehemently.
"Oh. uncle." she c ried, "why did you
strike him?
He Rot me out of the
carriage Just before It turned over,
lie did. Indeed!"
Another vivid flush of llghtntng Illumined the scene. It lit up the group
with startling brilliancy.
The boy,
still somewhat shaken by the vicious
blow, was nevertheless able to see
clearly the pale, handsome, but dissipated features of his enraged assailant, whose evening dresft and immaculate linen were soiled by the black
mud of the pavement. The girl, dainty
and falrv like, a little tnald of aristocratic type, and of a beauty that promised much In later years, was distressed now and almost tearful.

[to

hk

continued.]

What Is an Orator?
Th«· true orator Is the man who can
make people laugh, cry and feel what
h<· says. In truth, the genuine orator
is the man who has humor enough In
Ids soul to bring the smile to the face,
imtlios enough In his heart to bring the
tear to the eye ami dignity enough in

[)fn bearing to persuade or move men.
He is an exponent of the .«poken word,
lie Is a pilgrim moving toward the
home of the ideal, lie is the eialstdluient of earnestness, enthusiasm and

eloquence.—Exchange.

Pollen Travels Far.
The pollen from pine forests often
forms a yellow coating on lakes or on
the ocean as far as 200 miles from the
diore and has been mistaken by peasant* for showers of sulphur. The pollen grains of the pine arc provided
with hollow vesicles, which buoy them
the princiup In the air very much on
of a l*)X kite.—St. Nicholas.
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Purely Chance.
Knlcker—Do you consider poker a
Hoekcr— Purely.
of chance?
Same

Sometimes my wife finds it out, uud
then again she doesn't. -Harper*»! Baiair.

The fear of w< rk Is the card Index to
the catalogue of troubles. Klchmond
MLssuuriun
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

>OU ΓΗ PARIS, MAINS, JUL. 30. 1907.

A twoo d

«sk

Utter* Uid

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Parla HUL

Forbes,

Proprietor·.

ϋΕυΚβΒ Μ. ATWOOD.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Α. Κ. ΓΟΒΒΒβ.

Τκκν· r—tl M ft year If pat J strictly In advance.
.Kherwtse #3.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
Adtxbtihmkht·:— AU legal advertisement*
are given three consectlve Insertions tor $1-50
per Inch In length of column. Special contracta
ma<te with local, transient and yearly advertiser·.

Job Ρκητηβ .-—New type, fast presse·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar busl
aess complete and popular.

M ret Baptist Church, Rev. B. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10 :ifi Α.. M. Sunday

Sabbath Evening Service at
School at IS u.
7:30 r. M. T. P. 8. C. S. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st
SuDday of tbe month at 2:30 r. m. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Unlversallst Church, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45
A. M. Sunday School at 11:45.

Mrs. Mabel Scribner of South Wind-

ham, Conn., is at Dr. Houghton's helping to care for her mother, Mrs. Jennie
Tucker, who has been in a very critical
condition, but who seems to be improv«■HULK COPIES.
ing slowly. We hope fhe may be about
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cents
soon.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by the house again

publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copie· of each laeue have been placed on
*ale at the following place· In the County :
South Pari·,
Shurtleff's Drug StoreNorway,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buckfleld.
Mr·. Harlow. Pott Oflce.
Parts Hill.
s»muel T. White.
West Part·,
the

r. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Coming Event·.
Aug.

(►— Oxford

ford.

Pomona G range, South Water

NKW ^DVKttTISKMKNTS.
It's the Little Things.
More Bargains.
Third Lesson about Perolln.
Men'· Clothing for the Hot Days.
C&mp» and Homes.
Hantly Ku lak.
Mid-Summer Sale.
2 Notices of Appointment
Notice.
Farm, Stock and Toole.
•i Petition» for Discharge.

Here and There.
While license advocates are assuring
that prohibition as a means of restricting the liquor traffic has been proved an utter failure and abandoned prac
tically everywhere except in Maine, the
brewers of the United States, assembled
in national convention at Atlantic City,
admit their alarm over the growth of
prohibition sentiment, and their fear of
the disastrous effect it will have on their
business. And as to the actual condition of things in this matter, it is safe to
trust the business sense of the brewers.
us

Anna (ktuld, having bought
and finally gut divorced from it, is now
about to try auother, with a worse
spendthrift and a man of even worse
morals than her first husband proved.
This may be thought to prove the falsity
of the proverb that a burnt child dreads
the fire; but then, some people are not
children.
one

title

WMt Paris.

Last Thursday afternoon the local
W. C. T. U. held a lawn party in the
lower rooms and grounds at Grange Hall
for the ohildren of the three Sunday
Schools, who had sigoed the temperance
pledge. The enjoyment of the little
folk, with their bright happy faces, and
the groups of children in their pretty
summer dresses and gay ribbons, was as
tfluch a pleasure to the older ones as to
the children themselves. Over 60 were
present about SO of whom were children.
Games were played and ice cream, cake,
and fancy crackers were served.
Mr. G. M. D. Reed has been boarding
since his arrival at the Graves cottage at
North Paris.
Madge and Ivan Tuell are visiting
relatives at West Sumner.
Sunday, July 21, Mrs. Julia B. Kimball arrived at her summer cottage, "The
Pines." Mr. F. M. Hawley, of Stamford, Conn., is her guest for the season's
vacation.
Mrs. Mary Locke Gerrish is stopping
with her mother, Mrs. Elva E. Locke.
Mr. Gerrish has also been here several

Miss Ethel Houghton is taking her
vacation at Cliff Island with her sister,
days.
Mrs. Clifton Greene, who has a cottage
Miss Agues Bicknell is spendiag her
there.
vacation with her sister, Mrs. Dexter
Dr. Setb B. Morse of Haverhill, Mass.,
Gray, and mother, Mrs. Eveline Bicknell.
was in town last week calling on old
Ora Q. Marston and wife were at Anfriends. Dr. Morse was for several dover
Thursday and Friday of last week
at
Paris
in
Hill,
removing
years
practice
Mr.
to attend the burial service of
from here to 'Haverhill, where be has a Marston'e
mother, Mrs. James Noyes.
large practice.
near
Mrs. Noyes recently broke one leg
Mrs. Clayton K. Brooks of Cambridge,
the ankle and was taken to the hospital
Mass., came to Paris Hill last Wednes- for treatment, but died from the effects
well
day 'returning to South Harps
of her accident.
Tuursday, where the family have taken
Evie Smith of New York is visiting
Miss Gertrude
a cottage for the season.
her brother, G. Δ. Smith.
returned
Brooke and Raymond Atwood
Mr. Henry Cole and little daughter, of
with Mrs. Brooks to Harpswell.
Lawrence, Mass., recently visited hie
the
UniversalNext Thursday evening
brother, J. H. Cole.
ist Circle will give an entertainment
Mr. and Mrs. Watson of Boston are
and dance at Academy Hall. Living
visiting Mrs. Watson's brother, Mr.
illustrations from that good old classic
Frank McKenney.
that is so dear to tbc heart of childhood,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pratt are making
"Mother Goose Melodies,"' will be pre- a few
days'visit with his son at Union.
sented upon the stage. Mother Goose
Mrs. Allen, Mrs. Pratt's mother, Is stayherself is expected and a large delegaing with Mrs. Ilezekiah Farrar during
tion of her numerous family including
their absence.
Jack Horner. Simple Simon, Little Miss
Mr. Geo. F. Cuinmings of Boston has
Muffett, the "Maiden All Forlorn," that been
visiting at D. II. Fifield's fora few
somewhat
who
are
well known couple
days.
Mr.
and
of
in
the
matter
diet,
particular
Mrs. Jack Spratt, and many others. Tbe
Brownfield.
the eniire
to
witness
admission
of
price
a number of summer boarders
Quite
and
also
including dancing
aggregation
is placrd at a bargain counter figure, are in this village.
Dr. Wentworth and siRter are getting
onlv twenfv-five cents.
Mrs. Twitcbell and Mrs. Sturgi* of settled in t^eir rent at Airs. Julia Bean's.
Rev. Mr. Marston of Lewiston preachPortland are guests at White MounUin
ed at the Congregational church.
View House.
Rev. Mr. Hoyt preached at the UniversMrs. J. Murray Quinby and Mise
Priecilla Quinby have been
visiting alist church.
Mrs. Blanche Linscott Cole and Masfriends in Portland for a week, returnter Harold, from Abington, Mass., are
ing Monday.
There was much interest and several visiting friends in this vicinity.
Mrs. M. J. Ingalls of Denmark spent
contests in the foursome
vt-rv close
tnurnainent at the golf links Saturday. last week at J. L. Frink's.
Farmers are busy doing their haying.
Orland Daniels and Miss Helen Cole won
A fearful thunder storm passed over
the prizes, defeating Mr. Knickerbocker
and Miss Gertrude Brown by only a this town Saturday last.
J. L. Frink is suffering with eczema in
single stroke in the finals. The prizes
The golf his face.
were given by Miss Brown.
George Rowe is failing.
tea on Saturday afternoon was given by
Mrs. B. Anderson has a young son.
Mrs. J. B. Cole aud a well attended and

pleasant

for the

occasion. The
West Sumner.
the tournament was as follows:
A young woman graduate of
Mrs. Alvin Gerry is4H with appendiciUniversity of Chicago, who was when
Mies Gertrude Brown ami Mr. Kulckerbocker
there one of the most popular society beat Miss Clara Case and IChlph Cole 2 up, 1 to tis. She went Tuesday to the Sisters'
girls in the institution, has gone into ^ >ilc9 Mary Ca*e aud Herbert Glbbe beat Miss Hospital at Lewiston. Mrs. Gerry has a
Her sisters
social ostracism, and her name has been Adelaide Case and Mr. Ered Shaw, 1 up.
family of eight children.
Mis* Ethel I.cupp and Mr. Frederick Ca c have very kindly consented to care for
erased from the records of the sorority
and Mr. J. M. Quinby
Miss
olive
beat
Thompson
in
tlie
while
was
a
member
she
of which
the younger children iu her absence.
1 up, 3 to pliy.
R. N. Stetson has had lightning rode
college. Her offence is that she hits Mies Helen Cole aud Mr. Orland Panic's beat
5
3
to
no
one
Mann
Dr.
in
and
her
Mies
Co:e
blood
veins, though
up,
Josephine
Negro
put on hie barn and outbuildings.
play.
knew it.
Mrs. Henrietta Farrar is threatened
Mt»s Brown amt Mr. Knickerbocker beat Miss
with rheumatic fever.
M. Case and Herbert Ulbbs 2 up.
Miss Helen Cole and Orland Daniels beat Mr.
Dr. E. J. Mareton made a trip to
Now is the time when we so often read F. Case and Mies Leupp 1 up, 10 holes.
Brunswick Saturday. He returned MonMiss Helen Cole and Mr Danltls beat Miss
that the way to reduce the long list of
1
day accompanied by his brother Herbert
summer drowning accidents is to have Brown and Mr. Knickerbocker up.
slow fever and has
Mr. Frederick C. Case of New York ar- who has be«n ill of
everybody learn to swim. Nothing can
come here to recuperate.
be said against the proposition that rived here last week for a stay of a few
Harriet E. Tuell, Ph. D., of Milton,
everybody ought to be able to swim; days.
her vacation with Mr.
The subscription dance Friday even- Mass., is spending
but it is to be noted that a large part of
and Mrs. Stetson Tuell.
those who are drowned every summer ing proved a success and was much enMrs. Hattie Young has gone to Hartare good swimmers.
joyed by a good number of the summer ford
to visit friends.
guests.
OnaandMinut Doble of Auburn are
Mr. J. O. Faulkner of the Lewiston
The New York World lias discovered Journal staff was the
a few weeks with their grandguest of William spending
that if Roosevelt should be elected and Ë. Atwood
parents, Mr. aud Mrs. E. G. Doble.
Sunday.
E.
should serve a third term, be will have
Mrs. Eva Whitman and l'erley
On account of lack of space the directhad it in his power during his entite ors of the Paris Hill Library Association Wills, wife and two children, all of Rumwere the guests of Mr. and
service to appoint a majority of the would like to sell the
duplicate books ford Falls, Bisbee
over Sunday.
Mrs. W. T.
They
judges in the three federal courts. Isn't given in the following list:
that horrible!
arrived here in the tempest Saturday
Sir Walter Scott
Waverly.
evening. E. P. Russell of East Sumner
Kenllworth.
Knh Kov.
brought them from Btickiield in his auto.
John D. Rockefeller, after finishing
Life of "Drvden.
Mise Louise Chase of North Paris is
Paris and Irish Sketch Book·.
hie testimony in court at Chicago, went Thackeray
staying with her sister, Mrs. Alma Dunoff without collecting his witness fees of Dumas :—Joseph Bal«aim>
The yueen's Necklace.
ham.
$92.30 to which he was entitled. PerChevalier >le Maison Rouge.
We cannot agree with the correspondTaking of the Bastlle.
haps he thought his testimony wasn't
ent from Greenwood. We believe that
Man In the Iron Mask.
worth it (which was really the case',
Louise <le La Valllcre.
phonetic spelling carried too far detracts
and be wouldn't be a party to any unfair
Vicomte «le Bracelonne.
from the dignity of the language.
Twenty Year» After.
proceeding.
Rev. W. II. Lang of Portland held
Dickens:—B'eak House.
Oliver Twist
services in the Baptist church Sunday.
The Cricket 011 the Hearth.
How tender a thing is human sensitiveIn West Sumner, July 7, by Geo. A.
Howells:—The Lady of the A roof took.
ness! There is absolutely no danger of a Hentv Under Drake'* Flag.
Chandler. Esq Mr. Herbert E. Hall and
war between us and Japan.
Oh, no! Macaulav .—Lave of Ancient Kouie.
Miss Lena M. Twitched, both of Canton.
Yet when American and Japanese war Emerson's E»says First Series.
Dr. E. J. Mareton is making plans to
Ksmvs Seconil Series
Fmerson's
vessels lay side by side in the harbor of
move to Buckfield in the near future.
The Denver^ Jewels.
Brest, shore leave was very carefully IrvineKnickerbocker's History of Now York. He has already eecurcd a rent for his
The Crisis. (Two copies.)
Churchill
(and wisely) denied the sailors of both Winston :—Pilgrim's
family and will open an office there as
Progrès».
Bunyan
navies. So thin-skinned are we, that a C.
soon as he can make the necessary arH. Dall :— Margaret and Her Friends.
between drunken sailors De Quln.ey—Confessions of an Opium Eater. rangements.
street row
conies.)
Tbe S. B. R. Club met with Mrs.
might be magnified into an "inter- Hawthorne:—Twice(Two
Told Tales. (Two copies.)
national incident"—no, not an incident, J. 8. of Dale:—tiuerndale.
Eleanor Small Thursday afternoon. Sir
of
Think
it!
war.
of
cause
Current
but a
Walter Scott was the poet.
Lover:—Handv Andy. (Twjcopies.)
Cooper:—The I'atlitl ruler.
events, Mrs. Hattie Howe. The quesTwo Admirals.
to elicit
much
tion box was found
The Pioneers.
Hon. W. T. Haines is forwarding his
The Religious
valuable information.
Defoe :—Robinson Crusoe.
candidacy for the Republican nomina- Porter:—Thaddeusof Warsaw."
Gold Brick, an article read by Mrs.
tion for governor by means of personal Collies:—Basil
Geo. Clark, brought forth a good deal of
letters recently sent out. Just as if any- U. Atherton :—The Conqueror.
Récitations were given by
Little Savage.
comment.
body wanted to be disturbed by politi- Marryat:—The
Midshipman Easy.
Mrs.
Sadie
Mrs. Hattie IIowo aud
cal matters in the good old summer Wallace :—I'-en Hur.
Refreshments were served
Marston.
The < houans. (Two copies.)
Balzac
time, and in an off year!
and all voted it a good time. The next
Lever —Harry Lorrequer.
E. S. Phelps:—A Singular Life·
meeting will be Aug. 8.
Two Drowning Mysteries.
Fotherglll :—A March In the Ranks.
:Blue Jackets of *7G.
At Rumford Falls. Friday night, the Oliver
Λ
board.
:—All
Optic
Greenwood.
Sailor Bov.
19th. a man deliberately dropped himFirst-class grass weather this week up
Freaks of Fortune.
self from the toll bridge between RumNow or Never. (Two Copies.)
to date, but no hay weather since Monford Falls and Mexico, and was drowned
Betr and Forbear.
day afternoon, and one man who cut bein the Androscoggin River. Several peo- Kingston :—Salt Water.
tween two and three acres of his best
ple saw the act, and the man told two Cavendish on Whist. ·
grass on that day tinds the most of it at
girls wbo were nearest him what he was
Oxford.
present, Thursday, in the windrow well
going to do, but they were unable to
The Young People's Society of Christ- colored and full of water.
prevent it. Ο. E. Dickinson of Ridlonthe
have
chosen
ian
Endeavor
We have worked at destroying potato
following
ville plunged into the water with all his
bugs at least for twenty-five summers,
clothes on, and attempted to rescue the officers:
but never saw them so numerous and
President—Rev. Mr. Newport.
suicide, but could not do it. No one
Vlce-Pree.—Mr·. C. Τ Starblrd.
Have
ravenous as at the present time.
knew the man, and no has been reported
Secretary—Mr·. James Cook.
poisoned the whole field twice, but, as
Treasurer—Mrs. M. E. Hazen.
missing.
bad luck would have it, "the rains dePrayer Meeting Com —Miss C. E. Carman.
Tuesday morning the section men of
MUslonarv—Mrs. Ν. T. Fisher.
scended and the floods came" in a fen
the railroad fouud the body of a man
Lookout—'Mrs. M. R. Frost.
hours each time, so that much of oui
Music—Mise Lulu Stone
floating in the river a short distance
Social—Mrs. C. F Starblrd Miss Kva Frost, labor has beeu lost, and the bugs still
north of Dixfietd. It was not however
Ml·· Ethel Flood, Mis· have the inside track.
Miss
Bessie
Newport.
Yet there seem*
the body of the suicide described above, Id· Stone.
to be no other way but "to fight it out
but that of a man of a very different deFluwer—Miss M. I. Corning.
on this line if it takes all summer."
scription, dressed as a workman, and the Temperance—Mr*. E. U. Edwards.
Our better-half spent the whole ol
Dana Verrill, youngest son of Kliphalet
body had apparently been in the watet
for two weeks. The features and gen- Verrill, was operated on for appendicitis last week at Locke's Mills visiting oui
eral characteristics indicated a man of by Dr. Cakes of Auburn on Thursday. daughter, Mrs. I. W. Swan, and in the
Negro blood, and Coroner H. L. Elliott, It is a very critical case, but he is doing mean time called on divers personc
whom she knew in years gone by. Her
who was called, coniidered an inquest as well as could be expected.
ordered the body
and
Mrs.
Richmond, who also sub- father and family lived there a year 01
unnecessary,
mitted to an operation for appendicitis, two before the railroad was built, and
boried as that of an unknown Negro.
perhaps before it was ever thought of.
Since the above was in type it is learn- seem· to be doing well.
Last Saturday, Scott Merrill of Norbe
L.
ed that the suicide is thought to
Mason.
way, together with his wife and two litRosseau, an employe in the International
A part of the Blanchards have arrived tle daughters, came up to the Bennett
mill yard, who disappeared that night,
and whose description tallies with that at their camp for the summer vacation. place on a visit. While here Mr. Merrill
H<>o. H. H. Hastings was in town on and his chum went out and caught a fine
ol the drowned man.
business the 24th.
string of trout. He returned homo SunA. J. Haskell was in town canvassing day evening while his wife and children
Unveiling at Revolutionary Grave.
mills and ma- remained until Wednesday, and are now
There will be dedication or unveiling for oils and grease for
visiting in the neighborhood.
ceremonies at the grave of a Revolution- chinery, also for stains and paint.
Tom Vashaw is hauling lumber from
Edgar Morgan and wife have just
farm
the
of
at
Isaac
Thayer,
soldier,
ary
for
Bethel
Hastings oome here on a visit. They report that
Webster Maxim in West Bucktield, on this place to
Mr. Carter, whose buildings were reThursday, Aug. S. Hon. John D. Long Brothers.
Mrs. B. C. Uhlman's niece from Massa- cently burned by lightning, does not
will speak, and Mrs. Flora E. Barry ol
with her for a while. propose to rebuild, at least at present.
Boston will sing "The Sword of Bunker chusetts is stopping
The family have moved into the Foster
QUI." There will be patriotic music by
Lovell.
bpuse near by where they will probably
a ladies4 quartette from Boston, and an
Andrews of South Taris was remain during the summer.
C. G
original dedication hymn by Misses here
This is the second week that M. M.
Thursday bringing Sumner AnMary and Martha Maxim. Other speakdrews «if Lawrence, who will visit rela- Hathaway has been carrying the mail for
ers are also expected.
his brother John, he in the mean time
in tives and friends in town.
born
Lient. Isaac Thayer was
Clarence Ela of Conway is at work for assisting bis hired men in getting his
Randolph, Mass., Nov. 23, 1741, and sethay.
tled in Bucktield in 179*2, where he died Ο. E. Andrews haying.
And now for dog days until the 5th of
Mrs. Mabel Patterson is at home from
Feb. 22, 1805, and was buried on his
where she has been in September, Sundays included.
homestead farm. The grave has hither- North Bridgton
He was thrice mar- tbe hotel.
to been unmarked.
Mr. Arthur Knight nf Boston has bc»n
North Stoneham.
ried, and the descendants of his large
Ilia
at John B. Kimball's a few days.
in
Maine
numerous
are
children
of
Adams is at work for Dell
family
Ralph
now.
and Massachusetts. Most of those who family are there
Stearns of Lovell and his wife and chilMrs. Ο. P. Ε istman of South Pa tie
will participate in the ceremonies are
dren are staying at John Adams'.
of
fafl
her
the
cottaee
be*n
at
has
er,
descendants of the Revolutionary soldier.
Leforest McAlister has moved from
Dr. C. P. Hubbard, on Kezar Lake, for a
Norway into the camp near H. B. Mcweek.
the
Maine
coast
The fishermen along
Keen's.
are encouraged to believe that at the
Charlie Adams and Levi Butters are
Denmark.
will
a
of
session
bounty
next
Congress
baying for Dennis Adams.
Mr. Ernest Ingalls still remains very
be offered for the extermination of the
Bddie McAllister and lady friend from
sick.
New Jersey, who have been spending
dogfish. The movement for a bounty
Geo.
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Kate Sanborn
started with the fishermen of Orr's
their vacation with bis mother, Mrs. L.
are at tbe islands, Portland harbor,
J. Gammon, have gone back.
Island, and they are still working to se- Webb
a
few
days.
They for
cure the aid of the government.
Blanche and Goldie Adams are at work
Carroll Clifford Freeman, son ofWm. for
believe that a moderate bounty per ton
Edith Farrington of Lovell.
died
East
and
Annie
Denmark,
Freeman,
would mean the starting of refineries
sickness
after
a
few
hours'
Wednesday
of
dogfish
and the turning of millions
West Lovell.
and 3 months old. Fu1
into oil and the best possible fertilizer. morning, year
Miss Lizzie Nichols has returned to
neral Friday at 1 o'clock p. m., in Odd
Mountain View Cottage from a trip to
Hall.
After suffering intense pain for 24 Fellows'
Tbe farmer· are regretting this heavy Boston.
*
hours subsequent to falling into a tub of
Misses Nellie and Evelyn Lord have
rain as tbej haro a lot of hay cut and
boiling water, Medelaine, the 2 1-2-year- out.
gone to Albany on a visit to their uncle,
old child of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Nell, of
There waa a large delegation from Millard Lord.
Everett, Mass., died at last Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dodge and Mr·.
this place to Hiram Wednesday to aee
Mrs. Neil was called from the room beHoward Palmer and daughter are at G.
and attend the circus there.
fore she had a chance to cool the water,
Mr. Geo. W. Gray baa received from Warren Nichols' cottage.
and during her absence the child climbed
W. S. Fox of Centre Lovell was at hi·
tbe west a new top buggy, robber tire.
into the tub, falling head into the water
▲ beauty.
brother1·, Nathaniel Fox'·, last Sunday.
over.
and

rolling

score

Bethel.

BackfMd.

The death of Mra. George Holland,
after months of lllnesa, occurred Thursday, July 18, aged 62 years. She leaves
two children, Charles Holland and Mr*
C. Y. Allen, both residing in this Tillage."
Mrs. Holland wns an estimable lndy and
will be greatly missed not only by ber
family, but by her many friends. Her
funeral was on Saturday following ber
a°d wae conducted by Rev. A. W.

-«J

c-Withington and his two
little children,^ Rodney and Florence,
are sick with typhoid fever in a mild
form, also Lis hired man, Albert Cobb,
wan stricken by the same malady at the

same

They

time.

were

token abont a

week ago The health officers are looking after the cause of their Jllneea.
Mrs. Emily Morrill and her maid are
the guests this summer of ber son
Ralph H Morrill. She spent the winter
in New York.
Miss Laura Dean, accompanied by her
trained nnrse, plans to ride to Old Orchard this week with her team. The
trip will be divided into several stases
Μ'ββ Qeorg,a DeaD' wil1 g°

by

train'^

Miss Vina Morgan of Hebron Academy has been the guest of the Sbaws for
a week or more.
George H. Hersey of Flemington, N.
J., arrived in town Monday.
C,e®ent» principal of

β-γαΙηλ Ha j'
»c«ai,eniy'
? Bridgton

but

D0W

Aoademy,

Principal-

and his
family are spending their vacation with
Mrs. Clement's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
M. Irish. Mr. Clement is an alumnus of
elect of

ba8 been very successful
as teacher.
Drurumond and her two
Waterville, who have been visit-

?
il
his chosen
"Γβ·, Jert
sons of
an

in

ing

her

profession

parents,

Mr. and Mrs. C.

Prince, returned to their home

day.

Η

Thursl

C. P. Hatch and family, formerly of

but now of Portland, are
visiting Ralph H. Morrill. They came
on in their auto.
Alfred Holland of Portland, called
here by the death of Mrs. George Roland, has been spending a few days in
liis native town.
Prof. 0. McConathy and wife of Chelsea Mass., are spending their vacation at
Hotel Long.
Misses Nelsie and Mabel McLeod of
Milton, Nova Scotia, are the guests of
aunt' Mi-8· Daniel Murch.
2,'l
The debt of $000 and interest for six
months against the Methodist society
incured by repairs made two years ago,
has recently been reduced to *430—
Mr. John Lewis Childs of Floral Park,
former resident of

New \ork

?
contributing

Buckneld,

one

hundred

dollars toward this purpose in memory
of his parents, who for many years were
respected members of this church

On Wednesday

Daniel

Murch and

*\,hMcLeodgueets,
Inï
and Harry
and if
Mabel
the,r

Misses Nelsie

day

Dudley

with their kindred
Asaph Churchill of North Buckfleld
has
Miss Flossie Childs of
been this week the guest of Mr. Vireil
Cole and wife, also C. W. Ellis of Madeine Lodge, Kansas. Mr. Ellis' earl ν
home was in Hartford.
Virgil Cole and wife have recently
vis'ted their son Harold in Portland.
8°US' a" Wo11 8ituated
in life
D· A*hearn anfl wife plan to
take their vacation of two weeks in August, ieaving home after the first Sabbath for Massachusetts, where they
3 will

spent

the

Canton'

foiril Τ"

(visit friends.

Mr and Mrs. H. E. Fiske of Boston
are the guests of J. A. Rawson and wife.
Mr. Fiske has a tine situation in the Boston ship yard and is now away for a few
weeks' vacation.

Bryant

s

κοηα.

The materia) for screening the dam at
the outlet of the pond has arrived and
will soon be put in place. This is a very
necessary piece of work and ehould have
been put in many months ago, as no
doubt thousands of fish have gone out
into the Androscoggin.
City Marshal Waterhouse and family
of Portland were guests Sunday of E. R.
Freeman at the Stone cottage.
has exchanged
Merrill J. Billings
places with Charles McGinnis.
The barge carried a big crowd to Milton Wednesday evening to attend a lawn
party and springboard dance.
Many strangers are in town stopping
at the various cottages for an outing.
The lack of a public house here is severely felt.
II. M. Estes has recovered from bin
recent injury and returned to his work
at Montreal.
II. J. Libby has sold the grass on the
York farm to Geo. H. Coffin.
Rev. N. G. French preached at the
Baptist church last Sabbath, and Rev.
S. G. Davis at the Universalist.

North Paris.

Cyprian

Benson has moved from Seth
Benson's to C. B. Stevens', where he is
boarding for the present.
Mr. Parker's sister and husband from
England are stopping with him for a
while.
C. B. Benson has been on the sick list,
but is better now.
Miss True of Waltham, Mass., is
spending her vacation at Deacon Dunham's.
Arnold Abbott of Bethel visited at

Leroy Abbott's recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Lester Beseey of West
Paris and Lester Wescott of Portland
Mrs,
were at Β. K. Dow's July 25th.
Robbins, who has been at Mr. Dow's for
a few days, returned home with them.
Ε. E. Field has bought a surrey.
Ε. E. Field and family went to Norway July 23.
Mrs. Geo. Noyes is caring for twool
her sister's children, while her eieter,
Mrs. Gerry, is in the hospital.
Hebron.
Mrs. Mitchell and Mrs. Stone of Portland have been the guests of Mrs. Ε. M.
Glover.
Miss Stratton of Lewiston has been
visiting Miss Hazel Donham the past
week.
Mrs. Hill and Howard will spend part
of the vacation at Sedgwick.
Mrs. Purvis of Plainview, Minnesota,
Mr. and Mre. George Bumpus, Mise
Bumpue, Mr. Bishop, Mrs. Marcellue
Davis and Miss Davie of Auburn, with
other ladies, all cousins of Mrs. Purvis,
were in the place Saturday and made us
a pleasant call.
This is Mrs. Purvis1
fltst visit east and she had never met
these relatives before.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bearce and baby
Helena and Miss Isabol Benson are in
camp at South Woodstock with Prof. J.
F. Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Cushman and
Mr. Thorn and familv of Auburn spent
Wednesday at Albion Cushman's.
Two daughters of Frank E. Berry, formerly of this place, now of Lynn, are
visiting their aunt, Mrs. Pbilbrick.
Wilson's Mills.
E S. Bennett arrived home Tuesday.
School closed Friday, Cecil Bennett
teacher.
Automobiles are now whizzing along
the roads, and our backwoods steeds as
a rule just get a move on themselves
when they see them.
Dean Gilkey caught a seven-pound
trout at Metalluk Pond the past week,
D. C. Bennett guide. They were stopping at Buckman's camp.
The Granite band of Berlin have been
spending a week at Backtnan'e camp,

coming down

Friday. They gave a
sociable at Grange Hall in the evening;
some 00 couples were present.
Aziscoos
Grange members furnished the supper.
The logs are now over Aziscoos Falls
and fishing parties are numerous. J. W.
Buckman has more than he can take
care of.
Eaat Bethel.

John's Letter.
word of warning

And

now a
some one

oome·

of the medical fraternity.
We are warned not to Bit with one leg
thrown Ofer the other, aa the manner of
some ta, aa it ia l'keljr to produce varicose veine, hip trouble and appendicitis.
It is evident that more people sit crosslegged in these degenerate daya than in
the good old daya of the father·—at leaat
there are more cases of appendicitia now
than then—or ia it a new name for an
old complaint?
When J was a boy, Uncle Levi (uncle
by courteay) always aat with one leg
twiated around the other and tied in a
double bow knot—and he lived to a
good old age and never bad appendicitia
at all wbataover, but he bad a cancer
cut from his lip—not eaaily traceable to
the abnormal poaitton of the extremities.
We also learn from a similar source
that summer rheumatism is caused or
aggravated by acid in fruits, and also
from a similar source that sweets and
starchy foods are responsible for the
same complaint. We shall have to fall
baok on cucumbers and pickled limea or
go on crutches. Take the limes and
we'll take the crutches.
No, Miss Jennie B., we never read the
book yon name, but through the kindness of Secretary Long we have read
many of U. J. Savage's sermone, and we
consider him sound in the faith, also
liberal. The bell in bia dome rings
clear.
Once again, after the long lapse of
twenty-five'years, I have become the
sole owner of a pup, and already be
seems to think that in me he lives and
If he proves
moves and has bia being.
t· be the right kind of a dog, no matter
how low 1 may sink in the social scale,
so low that tbe world may forsake, be
will be faithful and true, and "will love
me when I am old," and worn out and
Reason from the clinging
worthless.
love of a dog up to tbe love of Ilim who
placed that quality of love in a dog—a
yellow dog with a stub tail at that—and
to what conclusion do you arrive? Can
an immortal being fall so low that He will
forsake as a dog will not forsake? It
isn't supposable. "Though I make my
bed in hell, Thou art there,"—not as a
from

Bethel and there
large audience at the afternoon performance.
Soon after the evening performance began a terrific thunder «bower
and gale struck Bethel and people were
obliged to leave the tent for safety.
Many took refuge in the covered bridge
nearby and Mr·. Fannie Mercier, who
was muoh frightened by the shower,
She was hurwas taken suddenly ill.
ried to au automobile, but the crush in
the bridge consisting of people panic
stricken in the darkness, the camel and
elephant being taken to the train and
loaded made a-great delay in getting
through the bridge. Upon reaching
home a physician was called and the
patient seemed more comfortable, but
later a second attack could not be relieved and Mrs. Mercier passed away
about midnight. She left three sons
and two daughters to mourn the loss of
Fua devoted mother, also a husband.
neral services were held Tuesday, Rev.
C. N. Gleason, her pastor, officiating.
The community express much sympathy
for the family in this sudden and sad
bereavement.
TJie beautiful flowers
were the gifts of many friends.
Arthur
Rev.
Shirley of Stratford
Conn., preached in the Congregational
church last Sunday.
Miss Treadwell from the Children's
Home in Augusta spoke in behalf of the
little ones in a union service at the M.
E. church Sunday evening and was
listened to with much interest.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held an interesting meeting, and the life of Miss
Anna Gordon was the subject considered.
Mrs. Fred Emery and little daughter
of Ridlonville spent part of the week in
Bethel, called hereby the death of Mrs.
Mercier.
The Ladies' Club is busy preparing
for the annual mid-summer fair to be
held in Garland chapel, Aug. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Uerbert Rowe are occupying their new home, which will soon
be completed.
A quiet but pretty wedding took place
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Sanborn last Wednesday afternoon, when
their daughter Ethel was united in mara love unchanged—an
riage with Mr. Harry Brooke of Upton, mocker, but with
Rev. F. B. Schoonover officiating. Mr. all-compelling love.
But tbey do say tbat "He will laugh at
and Mrs. Brooks have been students of
when your fear
Gould Academy, Mrs. Brooke graduat- your calamity, and mock
It isn't so written. It is
ing three years ago. A host of their cometh."
it. When
friends wish them many years of happi- wisdom personified that says
the calamity has struck and your fear
ness.
at the end of
Mr. John Preston True and family of cometh, and you have got
wrists
Boston are epending a short time in the tether, tbe bracelets on your
and tbe officer's grip on your shoulder,
Bethel.
it is rather a belated wisdom and a holEast Sumner.
low mockery—a wisdom too late to do
wisdom
Dionne's troupe played "Uncle Tom's you the good that an earlier
the stable
Cabin" to a good sized audience here on might have done. Locking
is
stolen
been
door after the horse bas
Tuesday evening.
have heard
Artel J. Russell, our R. F. D. carrier, not an ideal wisdom. We
has gone to Boston for medical treat- tell of a wisdom tbat is preferable.
Well, sir, we are not old enough for
ment, being in very poor health and unbut tbe
able to attend to bis business. His the grasshopper to be a burden,
Topdressing makes it thick
mother accompanied him. Π. Elroy grase is.
we
Russell is now on the mail route as sub- and stout and clovery. Thus far
I like
have been doing our work alonê.
stitute.
Ed Wadleigh is stopping with his sis- to work for J. N., for he doesn't hurry
Mr. Russell's me and is satisfied with a fair day's
Grace

circus

was a

visited

Russell, during

ter,

work.
absence.
Triphena dropped a nice heifer calf
We hear that the Grangers' excursion
twothis year is to Old Orchard some time in the 22d. Tbe day before she gave
thirds of a pail of milk. She's a daisy.
August.
John.
The M. C. R. R. is now giving good Mother and calf doing well.
and quick service over its Rangeley
Cushman.
Letter from
division and is having good patronage.
South Pakis, July 25, 1907.
With its immense rolling stock excurI have been making my annual visit
sionists may be assured of ample accomamong my relatives and frieiids. About
modations.
ont on tbe
The news of the sudden death of Artel three weeks ago I started
about ten days
J. Russell of East Sumner was received war path. First I spent
Turner with a good appetite. The
by wire from Boston on Friday evening. in
first house I visited was C. H. Bailey's,
accomMr.
last
Russell,
Monday,
Only
a nice greenhouse and corn
panied by his mother, went to Boston to who lias
visit relatives and consult medical ex- shop, besides a large market garden
farm. Then I went to Philip Bradford's,
perte as to his health, which has been
over Sunday and went to Chrispoorly for some weeks. The news of stopped
his sudden death nearly prostrated hie tian Science meeting, and enjoyed it very
wife, who is left with two small children much.
I got back home the next Thursday,
to care for. Mr. Russell has been for
hoed the garden, and started for South
some years past the East Sumner R. F.
faithful to the Paris the next Monday. On account of
was
D. carrier and
not connecting, I stopped at
position, being a kind and obliging citi- the trains
at the Mechanic Falls
zen who will be missed in the com- Mechanic Falls,
which is one of the best kept
munity. H. Elroy Russell has been sub- House,
You get good
stituting on the route for a few days hotels in the country.
fare, good bed, and moderate price.
past.
Tuesday morning I came to South
On Thursday forenoon Miss Mabel
train. I got there just
Tuttle, daughter of Charlie Tuttle, wan Paris on the 0:30
a
taken to a hospital in Lewiston for treat- in time to see the street parade of big
ment, and her remains were sent back circus, which was very good. My friend,
Albert Park, gave me an invitation to
tho next day, Friday.
The
These sudden events caused quito a go to the show in the evening.
as far
shock to our community and much sym- performance was very wonderful
I could see. The lady performers
pathy is expressed for the grief stricken as
line of business.
relatives so suddenly bereft of those so were first-class in that
The only thing I could find fault with
near and dear to them.
short
On Monday last the wife of Oscar E. was that I think they were rather
we
Turner returned to a Lewiston hospital on clothes; but this hot weather
we wear.
for renewed treatment, being in quite a take more comfort the less
1 have spent a delightful week at my
serious condition. Fears are expressed
friend Park's house. The custard pies
for her recovery.
can't be beat in
Since the snow left four of our well that Mrs! Park makes
have died, viz.: this world. While there I saw a large
known
residents
Bethuel Cary, Frank L. Barrett, L. B. collection of old-style furniture and
Bisbee and Artel J. Russell. Only a few other relics of by-gone days brought
Puritans.
months ago each was enjoying a fair de- from the old country by the
The Puritans could not enjoy their regree of health and bid fair to live foi
over the water, so they kept on
years. Truly life is uncertain, and death ligion
in their own way by cheating the Indians
certain to come to all some time.
After a while some people
at the same.
Maine News Note·.
came over to enjoy some othor kind of
doctrine, but the Puritans had the inside
track, and told the newcomers to dry up
Maurice, the eiz-year-old eon of Josiab or there would be trouble, for they were
Rock
of
tbe
Avery
Larrabee, keeper
to make a corner in religion—but
lighthouse, was drowued Thursday. He going
they did not quite make out. Now there
fell into a gulch near the lighthouse.
are so many kinds of trusts, I don't care
John Royal of South Auburn, a farmer, what they trust and what they don't
aged 42, committed suicide on the 21st trust, if they don't make a trust in cusby cutting bis throat. The deed follow- tard pie.
I have called twice at the Democrat
ed a prolonged quarrel with bis wife.
and to-morrow I go to Ilartford.
Edward Milbery, who came from Lynn office,
Wm. Cusiiman.
and has been employed at shoe making
was
three
for
the
in Auburn
years,
past
Albro R. Jenness.
drowned while swimming in Tayloi
Fryeburg lost a prominent citizen in
Pond.
tbe death of Albro R. Jenness, which
Mr. Jenness
Roecoe Parsons was struck by light- occurred on Thursday.
ning at his farm in East Wilton Friday, was 71 years of age. He was born in
while standing in the doorway, and died Barton, Vt., and in early life went to
shortly afterward. The lightning laeted Boston for work. He found employonly a few minutes and occurred during ment as a stevedore, and in a short time
Mr. Parsons leaves saved money enough to buy a team to
a heavy rain-storm:
He was 40 do trucking business for himself. He
a wife and one daughter.
soon added other teams and later beyears old.
came a member of a large trucking
two
Bowdoin
of
the
The fate
students, firm. His home during his business
Richard A. Lee of Brunswick and John
life in Boston was in Somerville. In
A. Morrison of Medford, Mass., who
1875 he sold out his interest in the busiwore last seen on July 9, is considered
and bought one of the finest residoubt. A sunken ness
settled beyond a
dences in Fryeburg, where he has since
vessel was located early last week neai
lived. Hie second wife, Abagail Hill
the point where it was thought theii
Osgood, was a Fryeburg woman.
sloop may have been capsized. As soon
Mr. Jenness was a leading spirit in
as the water and weather would permit
the construction of the Fryeburg water
and
he
a diver was sent down,
brought water
system, the Oxford hotel, and
up enough so that tbe vessel was pos- other enterprises of benefit to Fryeburg.
in
which
the
as
tbe
one
identified
itively
He was a member of Pythagorean
young men were. No bodies were found
F. and A. M., and Pequawket
in tbe sloop, but it is supposed that Lodge,
K. of P., of Fryeburg, and of
when the vessel sank they attempted to Lodge,
several Masonic bodies in Boston.
swim to the shore, about a mile distant,
and became exhausted and sank.
LONG LIVE THE KING!
From Drinking Wood Alcohol.
FRANK PABBI9 OK

SOMKBVILLB, MASS.,

DKAI) AT BETHEL.

Frank Parris, aged 36 years, died in
great agony at Bethel Saturday from the
effects of drinking a mixture of wood
alcohol and witch hazel. The home ol
the deceased was in Somerville, Mass.,
where his parente reside. Parris was
found in a badly intoxicated condition
Thursday afternoon. He was taken to
the town jail and Friday was brought
before tbe court and fined. When released be complained of eevere pains in
his stomach, and Friday evening was
found on the steps of a local residence.
A physician was called but it was too
late to save his life. The selectmen telegraphed the parents of tbe dead man
advising them of his death and a reply
from his mother announced that she
would cdme to Bethel to take charge of
the remains. Parris was employed at
Bethel as a trainer and driver for William Oregg, the noted horseman.

Death From Scalding.
Antonio Soriaus, aged about 30 years,
died Monday night, the 22d, at Rumford
shines Falls, from scalds received the previous
Friday, while at work in the Oxford pa-

No making hay when the sun
this week.
Miss Elsie Bartlett has returned to
Lbwell. Mass.
Mr. J. Cleve Bartlett has returned to
South Framingbam, Mass.
Miss Florence Richardson of South
Paris visited relatives here last week.
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett and Cleve Bartlett
visited relatives at Berlin, Ν. H., the
21st.
A party from here visited Portland
and Old Orchard on the excursion last

Sunday.

Saturday, July 20, Frank Bobbin»'

per mill.

A

pipe

broke and the escapso as to cause
He was married, his

ing steam scalded him

death as stated.
wife being in Italy.

A WONDKRPUL HAPPENING.
Byron, Ν. Y , bas witnessed one
of the most remarkable cases of healing
Amos F. King of that
ever recorded.
place says: "Bncklen's Arnica Salve
cured a sore on my leg with which I had
suffered over 80 years. I am now 85."
Guaranteed to cure all sore·, by F. ▲.
Port

Mrs. Arthur Stowell and Infant daughter are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Shortleff * Co.
Mrs. George 1. Varrar.

Sioentt,

is the popular cry throughout European
countries: while in America, the cry of
the present day is "Long live Dr. King's
New Discovery, King of Throat and
Lung Remedies!" of which Mrs. Julia
Ryder Paine, Truro, Mass., says: "It
never fails to give immediate relief and
Mrs.
to quickly cure a cough or cold."
Palne's opinion is shared by a majority
of the inhabitants of this country. New

Discovery

cures

weak

lunge and

sore

throats after all other remedies have
failed; and for coughs and colds it's the
only sure cure. Guaranteed by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.. druggists. 50 cents and
$1.00. Trial boliie free.
It is a

peculiar

coincidence that while

IRRESISTIBLE SLEEP.
àn Experience In the Fieree Cold of
Tierra del Fuego.
"Wlioïvor site down," said Dr. Solander to his company among the liilla

BLUE STORKS.

m
■

1

and
of Tierra «lei Fuego, "will Bleep,
whoever sleeps will wake no more."
The brave doctor and his men bad
distance
considerable
a
t ran pod
the swamps, when the weath-

IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS
in

thtcugh

usleep

was
the use oi' his limbs, and the tlesh
fell from
so shrunken that his shoes
It was wjth much urging
hi·* feet.
and assistance that he consented to go
the black
on. but all attempts to arouse
left to
man were futile, and he was

appearance

great deal

a

his

to

comfort.

or

Fancy Vest.for Instance

in the
great change this season of the year
whites with
Plain
whites,
suit.
of
your
appearance
black spots or stripes, grays and tans. $1 up to $3.

makes

a

OOAT SHIRTS
with cuffs attached are especially good for
time.
Whites, black and whites, blues.

to death answered that he desired
nothing more than to lie down and die.
Oue of the black servauts lay down
also. Solander declared himself willing
to
to go on, but begged to be allowed
the
sleet) first, and in a few momeuts
two men were In a profound sleep.

Soon after, those who had been sent
forward to kindle a tire returned with
the welcome news that the fire awaitmen
ed them at a short distance. The
Sohappily succeeded In awakening
lander, who, although he had not been
Ave minutes, had almost lost

personal

A Washable

l<-3came suddenly colder and fierce
blasts of wind drove the enow before
it. lu a short time the cold became to
intense as to cause the most oppressive drowsiness. Dr. Solander was the
first to tind the Inclination to sleep,
and he insisted upoh lying down. In
vain his companions entreated and remonstrated. He lay down, and when
told tliut he would inevitably freeze

er

add

clothing that

man's

a

at

wear

this

$1, $1.50.

Fancy Hosiery, Jewelry,

Summer Neckwear,

Clothing Cleansed, Dyed, Repaired, Pressed.

F. H. NOYES CO.

(

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

Norway

CAMPS AND HOMES,

die.

HE WANTED REST.
Did With the Key of a
Locked Piano.
Not all the great composers have
courted the constant adulation of the

supply your Camps ami Homes wrh such
Blankets, Bed Spreads, Sheets, Pillow Slips.
These goods will be higher a little later, so it will he a great saving
Now is the time to

necessities

What Verdi

world. Verdi used to lament that he
for
was unable to tind a refuge, even
that
a brief space, from the reputation
preceded 1dm wherever he went
At one time he desired to spend a
much ue.nîod holiday at the watering
place of Mo itecutlul. When he arrived,
he found that in oue of the apartments assigned to him stood a grand
piauo of noted make. On the rack,
of
by way of compliment, lay the score
"II Trovatore." As soon as he caught
sight of it the veteran flew into a rage,
hastily locked the instrument, threw
the score Into a corner and, calling for
his ho'st. demanded lu tragic tones:
"Lead me to the spot that overhangs
the steepest precipice!"
Wouderiug. the host did as he was
bidden, and on reaching the summit

:o

buy early.

BLANKETS, 10-4, in gray and
BLANKETS, 11-4, in gray and
$1.98, *2.98, S3 98.
SPKEADS,

in the iiner

qualities

pretty pattern·»,

iittion

4
t; _·

;

-r

extra

Norway, Maine.

ο—————^—

Mid-Summer Sale
Pants

and

Summer Suits

MARKED DOWN.
ι

Lot Men's Suits, Former Price

ι

44

1

u

**

»»

»*

I(

it

4i

»

t«

ti

i»

"

"

Pants,

44

44

"

"

44

44

Now $<V ; )

$8.50,.
S

00,

7.50.
6.OO,

5

5-79

...···.

1-69

3.6$

3.00, 3.50,..
Children's Suits, Former Price $1 00,...
44

44

«

it

Duck Pants,

44

■59

•37
•25

.50,...
.50,

44

This is a genuine mark down sale.
These goods are all broken lots and

sausages by one.
Two more gulps of beer and a second
and third hrge sausage disappeared.
Washing these down, be concluded that
be needed a sausage and got it; then

make the prices very low to close
them out, and make room for our
we

for the door.
"Here. Bill." the genial barkeeper
called familiarly. "Come back a minute."
The panhandler returned expectantly.
"Say. Bill." the barkeeper continued
in a contidential way, "the next time
you want a glass of beer you go to a

fall stock.

F. PLUMMER, SL·,

J.

butcher shop, see?"

31 Market Square, SOUTH I'AKIS, ME.

Overshot the Mark.
McClusky was the manager of a
large warehouse lu Glasgow, uud be
was intensely disliked. One tine morning he announced that be bad received
η handsome offer from au Kngllsh ilrm
and had decided to give up bis

Telephone

106*3.

COMFORT SHOES.

We make a specialty of comfort shoes for both
house and street wear. See following list :
Women's welt lace hoots,
Women's turn lace boots,

"Sick" Yacht·.
There is α form of sickness among
boats, declares Forest and Stream, that
resembles hereditary diseases, In that
they are handed down through succeeding years as a result of mere cusThe cause of this form of ailtom.
ment, nine times out of ten, Is some
railed
limitations,
artitlcial
racing
rules, to suit which the yacht's shape
Is distorted, just as uttmien, to be In
style, will lace themselves Into α slxteeu Inch waist measure or will pad
themselves out of all proportion to

plain

plain

$2.50

toe,

a.oo

toe,

Women's turn lace boots, cap toe,
Women's McKay sewed lace boots,

2.00

plain

toe,

Juliet welt boots, plain toe,
Women's Juliet turn boots, patent tip,
Women's Juliet turn boots, plain toe,
Women's

Women's

Slippers

turn,

plain

1.50
2.00

1.50
ΐ

·35

i-5°

Women's Oxfords turn, cap toe,
Women's Oxfords turn, plain toe,

i-5°

1.25

toe,

The above lines are the most comfortable footwear made to-lay.
( ·,:·
We carry a full line, all sizes 3 to 8, Ε and EE width.
and see them.

their natural shape.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera House Block, Norway,

Maine.

Telepbouo 11Β·8.

Rockland has just elected a young man
from Randolph, Mass., as superintendent of schools, the latter city has called
ft Rockland boy to the same position
like prophets, are
there. Teachers,
not without honor save in their home Press.

Finest Location and
FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 9, 1907.

Strongest Faculty, Largest Attendance,

towns.

The Verdict.
Bangor's new depot was formally
A Georgia coroner's Jury brought In
of
dedicated Tuesday, and the people
Ihe following verdict:
that city feel that Bangor ia again on the
"The deceased came to his death
map.
from a railroad In the hands of a reHare la Belief for Women.
ceiver, and the same Is manslaughter
If you have pains In the back, Urlnatr, Blad- In the first degree."—Atlanta Constituder or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasant herb cure for woman'· Ilia, try Moth τ tion.
Gray's A nstrol lan-Leaf. It Is a safe and
never-falling monthly regulator. At Drwftta
Voice Cultivation.
or by mall 00 cent·.
Sample package PR&E.
Pedestrian—What a horrible whine
Address, The Mother Gray^Co.. Le Roy, Ν. T.
you have In asking for assistance.
Who Llkee Lemon Pie 1
Yo.i ought to have your voice cuUlYou ahould try at once "OUB-P1K" PreparaTrain»»— Dat's wot I wants
vahvl.
tion for dellcloua Lemon Plea. A lady aaya : "I
wilt never again try to make lemon pie In the old
mjiijy for. ! oss. I'm t'lnkin' uv bavin'
waywhllel can set 'OUB-PIB' Preparation."
Try It and you will say the same. At grocers, me voice l .viCh'cago News.

wash, 69c.

neat patterns anil eaay to

THOMAS SMILEY,

consumption lie «idled to the free lunch
counter and reduced the pile of big

8hock to th· Waiter.
There was a terrible commotion In
the kitchen of the cafe. They could
see It through the swinging doors.
Some one went to Investigate.
"What Is It?" they asked when he
had returned.
"A waiter fainted," he answered as
he took his seat. "They are slapping
him with wet towels, trying to bring
him to. Did you see that woman who
Just left? She was the cause. She
gave him a quarter tip."—New York

-,

heavy deep hem, 87 l-2c.
UNBLEACHED SHEETS, good quality, full size, 72 l-2c.
PILLOW SLIPS, 42x30, of good cotton, 12 l-2c. and 15c.
PILLOW SLIPS, 42x38 1-2, extra quality, deep hem, 25c.
SHEETS, Pequot make,

posti>oned.—Strand

Glasgow.—Glasgow

j

SHEETS, 72x90, bleached, good quality, 59c.
SHEETS, 81x90, bleached, 3 inch hem, 75c.

"

In

|i

$1.98.

The Wrong Shop.
He was only a plain American panhandler. says the New York Globe, but
be ordered bin "schooner" of <Jower.v
beer with (be sang froid of η plain
American plutocrat. Midway In It»

whaur I am."
Ile is still
Times.

fancy border, only 59c.
fancy borders, S9c., fl.Ou.

♦1.80, «1.87, S 1.98,12.50, *{.50.

for a little hoinily.
"He says different things, hut last
time when he sat down he took olY the
cover and said: 'Great snakes! Do you

took the purse. "This beats a"! I nlver
tliccbt ye liket me sae weel. But noo
that I see ye're a' sae sorry to lose me,
1 think I'll uo gang uwa', but jlst stop

white with

BED SPREADS, cut corner, suitable for iron bed*,

ther say g rut e?"
"Oh, yes." answered M Illy promptly,
"but It isn't so long as that."
"And what does he say?" pursued
the clergyman, hoping to obtain a text

Glasgow Job. His fellow employees
collected a purse of sovereigns and
presented It to him as a thank offering.
"Weel, weel," said McClusky as bo

white with

and very desirable whore you an·
a room in a more attractive manner, both in the plain and fringe :l

BED

His Grace.
Little M illy Is a good Sunday school
scholar aud on that account was Invited with two or three others to spend
the day at the minister's residence by
way of reward. When the dinner came
on the good man said such a long
grace before meat that M Illy yawned
and looked hungrily at the covers.
"Why ure you yawning, M Illy f' ask"Does not your faed the minister.

Magazine.

size,

BED SPREADS, in full

the maestro, who was almost exhausted from fatigue, flung the key of the
piano into the,abyss, energetically exclaiming as he <lld so:
"Now I h.jve done something to secure rest au.I quiet. On the day of my
depart it re I shall scud a locksmith to
provide the piano with a new key, but
while I a;;i here I pray you let It remain as it is."—New York Tribune.

call tills a dinner?'
The homily was

as

· CO""® tor yon «mi «fier graduation place you Id
H.· and Twenty
PU
calls for help the past year we could only
Hundred
rbree
The 1907 Cataloguée are now ready, send for one. Addreaa
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BLISS BUSINESS

auppiy

COLLEGE, Lewiiton,

REMOVAL
'I

a

Equipment.
position

·' ·'

154.

Maine.

28*36

NOTICE.

AM NOW IN MY

NEW STUDIO ON DEERING STREET
A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.

and con
Which has b«en fitted up and enlarged so as to be more attractive and Mi re
renient for customers, and which enables me to do Botter Work,
of ')<'
see «ample*
Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over andI do Developing sod
Tour Wife, Mother or Slater
TOWN NOTICE.
-atest Styles in Photos.
Along with my regular work,
for
Can make Lemon, Chocolate and Custard plea
If you have a bill agalni! the town, either btgh- \
of Dark Koorn
finishing for amateurs, and do it as it should be. Free Use
I better than the expert cook by using "OU R-P1E" way or poor account, the Selectmen aak you to
! aa all the Ingredients are In the package ready present your aooount at once to the Selectman < hose who wish to do their own work.
I for Immédiat· usa. Each package, enough for
two larga pies, 10 oents. Order to-day from your
''îlLÏciK.» OF ill»
M*ur w ity, Mo·
—ι r*i
w ■ Zj.
I loath Pari·, Jaly 1,1907·
grooer.
10 oents.

^^mmmmWm

^~φχίσχΒ.

fmattat

Dos Briggs ia at home from Brookton
for a short time.

ΜΠΗΡΑΚΚ.

Rev. Lucien Robinson of Philadelphia
ia a guest at Wallace Ryereon's.

•ΟΟΤΜ paws ροβτ orric*.

guest at A. W. Walker's

Οβ^ΗοαΧ.:

; »

Α. M.

»ο 7 :»

Ρ.

■·

Percy

Rankin of Well* Beach was a
over

Sunday.
Somerville,

Mrs. H. K. Hilton of
Mass.. is a guest of Mrs. Aimed» Newton.

NOBWAY

Norway

9;

AUBURN

2.

UHUmUHM.
Second Congregational Church, Rev. Β S.
Pastor.
Kl'leout,
Preaching service Sunday,
10 :S0 Α. M. ; Sabbath School, 12Λ0 M. ; Y. P. 8.
C. E., Sunday Evening, 6:30 P. M.; Social Meeting, 7 Λ0 P. M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,

rather one-sided game
from Auburn Saturday afternoon at the
fair grounds. They were advertised tu
meet a team from Lewiston, but after
the game was arranged Lewiston wanted
more money and so the Auburn team
Auburn
came and took thefr place.
played very loosely in the first two innings and this with the pitcher's wildness and some good batting by Norway
gave them a lead of seven run?. Fogg
steadied down after this and pitched fine
ball, Norway getting only three hits in
the last six innings. He also filled his
position in a clean manner, having nine
assist· without an error.
Rich pitched well for Norway but did
not receive his usual support, the work
of the outfield being far below its regular standard. The game was featureless,
there being no particularly fast plays.
The score:
woo

which we do enjoy to the limit of our
A Day> Mountain Tramping.
"This trip ought to be written up!" opportunity.
was the enthusiastic declaration of one
of the travelers at the close of the day s
Time warn· us that if we would get in
before dark we muet be moving. There
why? For it is only an ordinary are natural objections to going back over
day's tramp over the hills of one of the the same route by which we came, and
wild sections of Oxford County, up one one uf the party volunteers to act as
steep hillside and down another, over guide by a trail which once existed
grassy pasture and rocky, ledge, through down over the south face of the mountthicket and swamp, or under the arching ain, where we shall strike an old road by
trees of a magnificent open hard wood means of which we can make a circuit
forest, and home at night, satisfied but back to our starting place.

NOBWAY.

Base fell.

a

tFBut

Tuesday evening.
Unlvereallat Church, Rev. S. G.
Davie,
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 30
A. M. Sabbath School, 1ΪΛ0; Y. P.C. U. meetlng, 7 Λ0 P. M.
Little Mies Florence Gunn of Berlin
Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brooks, Pastor.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank Dunv
Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
"ni»
ham.
Sunday
12KM M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P.M.,
9.5, Α Η< «lally; Si»T.u..
muscle-weary.
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
w15 r· *·· ,ull*: 10 ^ p·
And again, why not? For such a trip
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Kenney left Monept
Epworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.
ou'yevening, 6:00 P. M.
puts us near to nature's heart. We stop
'j sun·toy
day morning for a visit to friends in
Bautlst Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton. Pastor. to drink at
CHCBCHBS.
Uoulton.
purling mountain
Preaching service. 10 :30 A. M.; Sabbith School.
ι- rt^n>irat)oDAl Church. Rev. A. K. BaM
carrying the purest water, and giving
7Ρ
evening
Sunday
l.-tr.ttomcr^aiwn»
Meeting.
12.Ό0Μ.;
Prayer
Α.
10:45
Mr.
««vice,
and Mrs. Fred Abbott and daughM.;
life to trout, safe for the day at leant
M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.
« 3.» η. μ.; γ. ρ: ter
of Andover are visiting at George M.
from our hooks; we invade the haunts
^ur ν
Church prayer meeting WedMTATKU MhKTINûK.
λ> ρ *
*1
of the deer, and look down from above
All, not other- Cutting's.
-ulnit at 7o'c'ock.
"·
F. A A M. Regular meetlr* of < >xford ledits,
nr- -V
Λ Hn. 0rltaûy Invite·!.
No. 13, In Masonic II*U, Friday Evening on or on the soaring eagle; we note afresh the
»iev T. S. Kcwley, Pvtto'. Ν. I). Bolster and family returned
ta.
before full moon. Oxfon' Royal Arch Chapter. surpassing beauty of leaf and flower, 01
M> 1
ρ rarer meeting 1Ù λ» a. m: Saturday from Old Orchard after a most
"
*·
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or rock
Sabbath
School
A.
and tree; we stand on the heights,
M.;
l.rvlce υ Vt
before
full moon. Oxford Council, U. AS. M.,
pleasant
outing.
M ;
i'.w.Ttb League Meeting Κ 00 F cl*»
Friday t-veulng, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, and from that eminence where all the
evening 7:30.
Mrs. Augustus Brainard of Keadtield
No. 1, Ark Marlnerf·, Wednesday evening after cares of ourevery-day life seem so petty,
full union.
NORWAY.
nHwttî·»we look down upon a magnificent panoJ. Wallace Chesbro, was a guest of her sister, Mrs. Mariani
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.— Regular meeting
K.
K.
H.ll.
P.O.
A.
A.B.
Stone, last week.
In
Odd Fallows' Half, every Tuesday Evening. rama; and we close the trip and the day,
0
1
0
0
1
4
Lowell. 3 b
'>dd
meet·
In
ΛΛ
filled with a measure of, that greatest
*
3
0
2 Wlldey Encampment, No. 21,
0
0
3
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wade and daugh- Llbby, l.f
\ '".. etlnii 7 :θυ Ρ *■; '.^Xlnes.lay eveuand fourth Friday Even2
1111 Fellows' Had, ;<econd
2
Hayes. o f
known to man, the Joy of accom9«Uf«e. Ail are ter of Portland were
Ri-bekah L<xlge, joy
guests at II. A. Gammon, l b
5
10 Inge of each month. Mt. lloj>e
10
3
So if this brief chronicle
Hilton's over Sunday.
*'
0 No. 58. meets ou tiret and third Friday of each plishment.
2
115
3
Jorian, 2-b
,i church, Kev. J. H. Little, Pastor
month.
shall
1
0
1111
tempt even one out into the open,
4
Pike, s.e
s
.rvtcccvery Sunday M 10:45 a. m.
K. of P.—Resrnlar meeting In Hathaway Block to see more of that earth which God
ami
two
Mrs.
G.
B.
children
Andrews
0
0
0
0
1
r.f.
4
ΛηΊβηοα.
at
3:30
Inlon
:, ;,.ol at li *· Junior
0 cverv Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noies
3
1
1
12
3
of Auburn were guests of Mrs. Ë. M. Perkins, c
each has made as a glorious palace for■ our
P.C. C. at 7 P. M.
2 D.vision, No. 12, m tels third Friday of
2
3
«
Rich, ρ
Curtis
the past week.
month. Lake \-eembly, No. 3S. P. S., second dwelling, it will have been worth while.
mkktisos
STATKD
each
month.
of
9
»
3»»
7
27
7 and fourth Friday evenings
Therefore it is to be prosaically stated,
Totals,
Be*nlar
-Pari- Lodge, No. **.
Frank W. Shaw and daughter, Annie,
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
r » A M
auburn.
r .■» lav evening on or before full moon,
fourth Saturdays of each month at Granee Hall. after the statistical style in whlob*n
of Portland, are guests at Hotel AnmeetMl,-a
l.o-lze,
-Miunt
■tf?:.'ί
a.b. k. b.r. ro. a.
G. A. R.—Hurry Bust Post, No. 54, meets In obituary generally begins, that the start
regular
1
drews for a few weeks.
V -, lav evening of each week—Aurora
0
0
0
0
0 New G. A. R. lall on the first Tuesday Evening was made from a
*
Shaw, r.f
point somewhere in
-et ami thirl Monday evening.
0
0
1 of each month.
5
0
2
B. Fore, s.e
The woman's missionary meeting will
0
0
W. K. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon- the vicinity of Shagg and Washburu
0
10
<
Seattle, c.f
'V.
M uni PleaaJU»· Kebekah Lodge. So. he held in the Baptist vestry next Thurs- H. Fogg, 1»
0 day evening.
0
9
*
10
Ponds, in the town of Woodstock. The
«.! fourth Krld.ys o? e*-h
0
S. K. O. P.—Lakealdc Lodge, No. 177, meets In
1110
Hammond, i.f...........3
day afternoon at 3 o'clock.
morning preparations involved so much
0
0
1
1
1 New G. A.R. Hall, on the first and third Wed3
Talcolt. 2 b
:Ι,
meets
So
148,
KlmbaU Poet,
hurrying to and fro that perhaps the
of each month.
1
0
4
113
'\ v \v
3-b
nesday
evenings
Banville.
and
of
Mr.
Moore
RumMrs«Nahum
U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, exact starting point would be difficult to
arV ;n Γ t:ilrl Saturday evenings of each ford Falls were at Wallace Ryerson's Farrur, c l b .......44 01 1î 12J 01 ? No.O. 10,
R.
nail every Tuesday determine.
meets at G. A.
Sampson,
The objective points were
Circle. Ladle. of the G A
over Sunday.
Mr. Moore is a widely
evening.
Bald
and Speckled
,.ΓΛ·. .) ! thirl SMunlaj evening» of
16
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets the summits of
35
2
6
24
*
Total»
known railroad man.
51 second
;,v in iiraatl Armi HaU.
and fourth Wednesduy evenings of each Mountains, which formed the sky uuo
Score by Innings.
e*f,
ii
ρ kr!·* Grange, Γτυιη May 1 to Oct. 1,
month
a
Miss
Ida
who
was
for
at the north, and invited us to a long and
12345678 it—'Total. |
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
./ V.t Λη Γ thirl saturlay ; durtn* the while in the Sweeteir, at
elovated journey along
Lewiston, and Norway
hospital
V,. the > ear. meets every Saturfav.ln
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of | considerably
3 4000002 *— 9
later at her home in Pownal, returned Auburn,
their crests.
each month
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0— 2
of
-second anil fourth Mondays
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In RverIt had been planned to make the trip
to South Paris Saturday.
Earne<l runs, Norway 1. Two-basehlti>, Rich
every Thursday evening, September to I
3. Haves. First base on ball*, off Rich 1; off.H. son hall,
on the first clear day, so as to get the
V"! V ρ-Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
anil Mrs. Η. E. Chaae from Lynn Fogg'6. Struck out. bv Rich 11; by Fogg 6. May, first anil third Thursday evenings, MHy to
Mr.
best view: and in the morning it seemed
I and fourth Wednesday evenings
and Mis* Grace Penley receutly made Left on bancs, Norway 4; Auburn 8 First base September.
as if the weather clerk had prepared the
J' 1
Hit by yltcheit
on error», Norwav 3; Auburn 7.
from
friends
!· -Hamlin Lodge. So. 31. meets every their aunt, Mrs. G. C. Pratt, a very nice ball,
writes
bis
Kimball
Frank
1.
l'rlce.
Scorer,
Thayer.
dav especially for us. It had also been
Umpire,
by Fogg
HalL
•
call which was highly appreciated.
r »ytvcnlBi at PythlSn
reached
steamer
Kimball's
Mr.
Cork.
The game arranged between
planned to make as early a start as the
13tb. Ile en.
Mrs. Ε M. Curtis and her sister, Mrs. Paris and South Paris for last Saturday ] Queenstown Sunday, the
necessity of leaving our camps in order
Mies Margaret A. Baker was in Portand
exweek.
would permit; but circumstances beyond
Lucelia Merriam, of Norway Lake, start was called off by mutual consent. Next joyed a very pleasant voyage
land f. r a few days last
about
1st.
home
again
Sept.
our control made it some after 10 o'clock
Tuesday for a visit of a week to relatives Saturday South Paris will meet Norway pects to be
at
Mass
team
Miss Martha Bolster of Auburn is the in
Maino
Wakefield,
The
when the cavalcade got uuder waj.
Kennebunk, Livermore Falls and for another game. All who witnessed
C. Wheeler.
at 200 and 600
guest „f Mrs. Alton
There were in the party three men, of
other places.
the last game betwoen the two teams won the Bancroft trophy
scores were:
total
Nash,
The
Au·
in
visited
has
yards.
and
the
know they are well matched
varying ages and condition of athletic
yrH I, A. Hounds
no
During August there will be
Marston, 93; Twitchell, 84; Stiles, 86; development, and throe of the supposedl Danville for a few days.
λ
game next Saturday will be well worth ] 80;
church.
at
the
Congregational
preaching
Wentwortb, 86; and Gould, 77. The ly weaker eex, who took the long tramp
MVibertha G. Andrews of Lovell is The Sunday evening meeting of the seeing.
trophy is presented by Maj. Gen. W. A. very comfortably, and came in at night
Paris.
South
at
will
be
held
relatives
Endeavor
of
Chriotian
-t
Society
the guThe Frank A Robbins Circus.
Bancroft, M. V. M., retired; with the fresh and vigorous.
as usual, but all other services will be
member of the team
shows are generally late same comes to each
I
h ΐ·>! m an and family are occupyLeaving the highway near tho head of
Traveling
The McLane trophy contest Sbagg Pond, we follow for something
a medal.
a week. omitted.
for
this
Orchard
but
at
Old
into
South
about
11
Paris;
'ttajjt*
(
pulling
ing
a
score
of
with
betie
a
in
50,
like half a mile the road which goes in
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Bowker does not apply to the Frank A. Kobbins resulted
Fnok .Jones of Everett, Mass., has anil
went to Lake circus on its last week's visit.
It got in tween Massachusetts men. In this con- to Little Concord Pond, a spot sacred in
daughter,
Muriel,
s.
and Stiles made the true fisherman's mind. This is a
been a re. ont «uest at C. Π. Howard
Auburn hatchery to visit Mrs. Bowker's here about 4 o'clock Tuesday morning, test Nash, Wentworth
of 48 points each. Nash, Stiles private road, following the course of a
Mrn Rowe and Miss Uattie Row· of parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Stanley. and lots of people turned out to see the scores
Wentworth are spoken of as the former trail, and was built last fall by
Portlacl are guests atT. P. Hathaway s. Mrs. Bowker and Muriel will spend two fascinating process of a circus unload- and
"
In Mr. L. C. Hates of West Paris, after he
"Three Crack Shots from Maine
or three weeks there.
ing from the train.
has
Auburn
of
Webster
P.
A.
match Lieut. Torn- had
Mrs.
Tanner
the
trophy
a
even
out
also
The
street
purchased a large tract of land
got
parade
in
the
is
to
a «nest at W. B. Webster's.
W.
L.
of
while
been
Lieut.
score
a
put
Libby preparing
49,
recently
around Little Concord. This season Mr.
little ahead of the advertised hour. rose won with
for
a stable on the lot befoundation
and
Maxim
48
of
47.
score
Bates has built a fine summor cottage on
While it had no specially striking feat- Stiles made a
Bevsie M. Haggett was at home
y
tween his house on Deering Street and
The Hayden trophy was won with a Little Concord, which is now occupied
it was very good in general.
from Ρ ι'and Spring for a few days last the
church. The underpinning ures,
Nash
made
34
Baptist
of
32,
points.
The same general statement will ap- score
by the family of his son, \ ernal
week.
will be of cement blocks, which have al31, and Stiles, 30. The Bates, of New Ilaven.
ply to the performances, afternoon and Wentworth did
excellent
most
Mr* I O. Newton of Kent s Hill has ready been delivered on the lot.
shooting
Maine
At a considerable height above our
boya
evening. Thore was some good bareand will bring home somebeen the nuest of Miss Grace Thayer for
A shelf with writing materials has back riding, a fair amount of triple bar in all contests
starting place wo leave the road and
from strike into the woods, one of our
a few days.
party,
b«*en placed on the west wall of the post and wire work, some first-class bicycle thing pretty and highly prized
who is somewhat familiar with the
Mr and Mrs. Nelson G. Elder have office waiting room, thus affording riding, and a lot of good trapeze work, Wakefield.
to
hie
is
sell
island
Jesse K. Brown
country, guiding us along what be calls
been vi*iung Mr. aud Mrs. Ε. T. Garland patrons of the office an opportunity to with numerous minor acts, and some not
Ile has cleared the a
trail, which he follows without diffiwrite elsewhere than at the window over-exciting clowns. One of the pret- property at auction.
in Portland.
attractive
cota
very
where the money order and registry busi- tiest acts was done by a finely trained island and erected
culty, though it looks pretty faint to the
visited
has
Bethel
of
a
some
one
demake
Davis
will
Doris
M:-·»
which
rest of us. From a point on the northness is done.
horse, a lady rider and two dovee, who tage,
her lather. Postmaster Samuel K. Davis,
west slope of the mountain we look
in some handsome tableaux, the lightful home or camp.
on the
Rev. J. W. Chesbro aud family will figured
the
cut
Walker
grass
E.
for a few Jays.
down through the branches of the trees
George
horse, which was a beauty, responding
for their vacation, coverIt
leave
on Orchard Street.
field
Tuesday
Whitcomb
below us into the water of Little Conto the movements of his rider's whip
Arthur Stowell of Locke's Mills, a
ing the month of August. They will with an intelligence which seemed al- is understood that this very valuable cord, a little gem of a lake deep set
former student in Paris High School. first
spend about teu days at Narragan most human.
tract of land will be put upon the mar- among the hills.
At a ledgy opening in
ha.N b. .'U visiting friends here.
sett Pier, Κ. I., and will then go to
future.
the woods we get a view of that part ο
The spectacular features advertised, ket in the near
the
went
for
Mass
Mr and Mrs. W. B. Edwards
The corn factory people report the the country from which we have just
Springfield and ^dams,
such as the "Tribunal of Nations," and
to be in very good
Mt iril.iv to Old Orchard, where they remainder of tbe time.
come, and as the path has been steep we
the hippodrome races, must have been sweet corn crop
vacation.
two
weeks'
the prospect for a brisk sea- Bit down to take a few breaths.
will >j>end a
Last week's weather was not good for wot down by that Saturday night thunder dition and
class.
first
be
to
work
son's
A rumble causes us to glance in some
L>r >. B. Morse of Haverhill, Mass., picnics and the union picnic of the Con- shower, so that they were unable to put
Dr. Lester II. Trufant of Auburn has consternation at the northwest sky, and
formerly in practice on Paris Hill, vsit- gregational, Methodist and Baptist Sun- them on, as nothing was seen or heard
an office on Main Street at Geo.
we discover that the promise of the
opened
ed relatives here a few days last week.
day Schools, which was set for Thursday, of them.
Dr. Trufant is a graduate of morning is not to be fulfilled, and that a
was F. Stone's.
It will
usual
was postponed until this week.
The
promptness
systematic
Mrs. Heath and Carl and Arthur, sons
Little High, Bates College, Ό3. forenoon shower not only indicates more
be held on Tuesday of this week if the shown in dismantling the show after the Edward
Κ (,'. Andrews, of North Ans«>n,
ι I
and by i and McGill University at Montreal. Ile wet later in the day, but threatens an
weather permits, at Penley's Grove as evening performance closed
first in his classes and comes immediate downpour upon our sheUerha.e been guests at Charles G. Andrews
the time the after-show concert was I was always
originally arranged.
recommended. less and
the last piece of canvas was; to Norway very highly
poorly protected bodies. But
finished,
Mrs ('. K. McArdle has recently spent
in
services
There will be preaching
he was house physician at the the spirit of tho expedition is, Slio. I
about ready to come down. By the way, I In 1906
a week with the family of Captain F C.
first
the
least
at
on
for
children.
church
the Baptist
don't believo it's goiug to rain enough to
It's pretty Boston Floating Hospital
of the concert.
Tribou at their cottage on Pennessee- two
Sundays in August. Next Sunday speaking
Mrs. John C. Shepard is at Dr. King's amount to anything," and on we go.
hard to establish a record for a fake cir-1
wassee Lake.
went
the
she
where
it is expected, though not yet certain,
Portland,
It is only a few minutes before the
eus concert, but the Frank A. Robbins Hospital,
the week for a surgical operation, shower begins to tumble down on us, and
William Cushman, the well known that Rev. J. E. Cochrane will supply, show
comes pretty near doing first of
certainly
usional correspumlent of the Demt»- and the Sunday following the pastor. it.
which resulted most favorably.
wc scramble to get under the thickest of
A fishing party consisting of Editor the low evergreen trees which grow in
»·rat, was it Albert D. Park's for a few Rev. Mr. Chesbro, who has an engagein
will
be
Marksmen.
D's
that
near
ment in town
date,
Company
Sanborn, Landlord Woodman, Superin- our immediate vicinity. Here we are,
days last week.
his pulpit as usual.
Marksmen of Co. D of the Maine Na-1 tendent French of the Webb Corn Tack- largely sheltered, and though during the
|
P. E.
Hathaway, who wilh Mrs.
at
some good records
ing Company and Oscar Needham of the few minutes the rain lasts we got wet a
News has been received by friends tional Guard made
Hathaway is spending the summer vacathe tournament of the New England Beal's House visited Harrison for white little around the edges, it is not severe
in
San
a
the
Calif.,
for
of
home
marriage
Diego,
at
here
was
ti'in in Waterville,
Rifie Association at Wakefield, perch the first of the week with very euough to induce us to open our packs
few days last week.
July 19 h, of Edwin Burrin Truax and Militarylast
week, though they did not good results.
for the sake of the little extra clothing
Miss Mass.,
Miss Margaret Shepard Taylor.
Mr. aud Mr*. H. A. Morton. Mrs. E. A.
Kev. and Mrs. Chas. K. Tenney of Au- they contain. On getting home at night
bus been in Sau Diego for about land so near the head as in some other
Taylor
II we and son Henry, and F. A. Heidner a vear and a
\ burn were the guests of Mr. Tenney's we learned that our camp neighbors had
half, with her sister, Miss years.
In the company team matches of sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. a drenching shower, and expected us to
spent Wednesday and Thursday in camp I'ua P. Taylor, who left this town about
teams were Danforth, this week.
at Washburn Pond.
Massachusetts
show up badly soaked, but we were in
The Misses Taylor Tuesday,
two years since
Thirza Wood of the Portland Business luck that time.
winner*. In the first one Co. D stood
Miss .lulia Lowell of Auburn has visit- have for some time been in a real estate
and
Mrs.
A fairly steep climb brings us to tue
fourth, with a score of 303 against 310 College made her parents, Mr.
ed the family of Walter L. Gray at their office in San Diego.
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paint.
by a big ledge
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A new switchboard is to be put into and juts out from its southern face with
daughter, Mrs. Johnson, of Jamaica displaying a salmon weighing 1
nesday, the Bancroft trophy was won by
l'nu, are visiting Mrs. Jones' sisters, pounds which she caught while trolling the First Maine, the team being largeiy the central telephone office and other an overhanging cliiT. Down in the cup
Mrs. .lamei S. Wright and Mrs. C. M. • luring the homeward row on the lake made up of Co. D men. In this match improvements are to be made at once by at the foot of this cliff are some caves
The members of the party at the highest individual score was made by the compauy.
that day.
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which, according to common report,
the camp where she was staying caught Serg. Wm. P. Marston of Co. D, who
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Below
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33 out of a possible 35,
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There was once a time when this trail,
which ran along an ill-defined cleft in
the rock, was well beaten in berry time,
bnt it is little traveled now, and our
guide, who has not been down for some

LAUNDRY

any way.
We get down without danger, but it is
after a scramble which gives the party
some real mountain work, and an oxperince which they declare they wouldn't
have missed for anything. Arriving at
the foot we find that before starting
down the mountain we had come past
the trail nearly half a mile, and are over
on the other side of the divide.
The road into which we come in the
valley was once a thoroughfare between
towns, but in the course of operation of
the law of survival of the fittest, it has
practically disappeared from the face of
the earth. For a part of the way the
mountain brook trickles along the old
roadway, and it is growing up to weeds
and bushes. Still it brings us out of
the woods on to a sandy knoll—
Strawberries!
Say, did you ever, when you didn't
have any time to pick or any dishes to
pick into, strike a field that was absolutely red with strawberries—a virgin field,
whereupon apparently the eye of man
had not looked during the season? Well,
that's us. We finally compromise by
stealing twenty minutes of our allowance of time, and filling everything tillable that there is in our outfit, to the
amount of several quarts, following this
up by a hasty lunch.
An hour's travel along little used but
well defined roads takes us once more
into the highway, about a mile and a
half from our starting point, and the
rest is easy, though the rough work of
the day has reduced our clothing to such
a condition that we have a little hesitanwhere
cy about displaying ourselves
people live.
In the circuit over which we traveled,
from the time of leaving the public road
in the morning until we got back to it at
night, we saw frequent indications of the
presence of deer, hedgehogs, partridges,
and other denizens of the woods, "but
did not see a human being, or anything
to indicate that one had been near our
route in a period of weeks or months.
Back to camp in time fora late supper, tired but happy, and with recollections of a bright day which will remain
with us for many years.

McAllister,

In North
Mr.A llleter,
In North

daughter.
Lovell, July JO,
a

to

η bod.

the wife of Sidney

Buckfleld, Jn'y 21,
Stioley Hart, a daughter.
In Norway, July 24, to the wife of A. L. Sanhorn, a son.
In Antlover, July, to the wife of Llewellyn
Damon, a son.
In Norway, July 7, to the wife of A. A.Towne,

to the wife of

a eon

Paris, Julv 2Λ, to the wife of yuincy
a son (Gerald Arthur.)
Mexico, July 19, to the wife of Ivus Swctt,

In West

Pay,
In

a son.

In Mexico, Julv 19, to the wife of George Harrington, a ilaughter.
In Mexico, July 16, to the wife of John Todd,

Married.
In Lynn, Mass June 2$, Mr. CPfford Bristol
of Lynn and Miss Luclnda Mar.-to η of Amlover.
In West Sumner, July 7, by George A. Chand
1er, Kd|., Mr. Herbert K. Hall and M Us Lena
M. Twitched, both of Canton.
In Rumford Kalis, July 22, by Rev J. A. LaFlamme, Mr. Georirc LeBeil and Miss Maria
Cclema Valllancourt; Mr. Cyrille Dubois and
Mis* Maria Martlda Valllancourt; all of ltumford Kails.
In Bethel. Julv 24, bv Rev. Κ. B. Schoonover,
Mr. Harry Brooks of I'pton and Miss Kthel Sanborn of Bethel.

Died.
Rumford Kails, July 22, Antonio Sorlaus,
at out 30 years.
In Kryeburg, July 25, Albro R. Jenness, aged
71 years.
lu Bucklleld, July 1.*, Mrs. George Holland,
aged 62 years.
In Norway, July 23, Mrs. Charlotte Stevens,
aged 74 years, 9 months, 22 days
In Norway, July Id, Infant eon o·' Mr. aud Mrs.
Henry Austin.
In East Denmark, July 24, Carroll C., son of
William and Annie Krceman, aged 1 year, 3
months.
In Bethel, July 20, Mrs. Kannle (Twitchcll),
wife of Louis Mercier, aged .">2 years.
In Boston, July 28, Aitui J. Russell of East
Sumner, aged 37 years.
In Lewlston, July 2tl, Miss Mabel Tuttlc of
Sumner, aged 17 years.
In Lewlston, July 23, Mrs. Jameβ Noyes of
A ndover.
In Portland, July 22, Mrs. Simon Klckctt of
Rumford Kai's, aged 47 years.
In Bethel, July 27, Krank l'arris, aged 3<i
In

aged

65,

Tapley, Prop.

H. W.

Mi

NOTICE.
Pari· Kill
Notice le

library Association.
to be

August -let,
1007, at three o'clock, P. M., action will be taken
to amend the constitution and by-laws, as provided by Art. 15th, In regard to Art. 10th relating
to the day fixed for the annual meeting, and aUc
regarding Art. 13th relating to the number ol
voters necessary for

meeting.

a

quorum at said annual

ANDREWS, President.
81-33
Parts, Maine, July 23,11)07.
P. N.

Discharge.

Bankrupt's Petition for

in the matter of
HECTOR BEAUCHESNE,

Bankrupt.

)

[in
J

Bankruptcy.

A

sanitary, modern, sunny house
Hill, fully furnished

for

house-keeping.

Bath

room

and

furnace necessary.
Apply to P. O.
Box i, Paris, Maine.
30-32

FOR

ONLY

our

greatly

ABBOTT

P. S.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

)

If you have children the

Bankrupt. )

In

ALBERT

ALBERT COULOMBE, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

District

of

Maine,

ss.

On this 27th day of July, A. D. 1907, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
of Aug., A. D.
upon the same on the leth day
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said Dietrlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspajicr printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
ami show cause, If any they have, why the
be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition anil this onler, addressed to them at their places of residence as

stated.

Witness the Hon. clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and tno seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 27th day of July,
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and onler thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
DANIEL Β. KEENE. late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
JOHN II. ROBINSON.
Julv 16th. 1907.

Immediately.

alien'.
ly letta, 1907.
O.
P.

KHED B.THOMPSON.
address, Conway Centre, Ν. H.

summer

Clean*· and Ικ*>ιΐιΠ«ί
Promote* s luxuriant fTowth.
Never 7*11· to Hestor· Gray
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Curi" «calρ (liwawt k hair falling.
tO.;· and tl.00 at DnipfaU___

Men's belts in

shapes.

many

Η. B. FOSTER,
Λ1ΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

THIRD LESSON ABOUT

PEROLI Ν
The

Original Dust Absorber.
What better

testimony
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we

give

you than to tell you that

Uncle Sam Uses It
To

vse

it

means

CLEANLINESS!
For

Sale

By

J. P. Richardson,
Soutli

BP"Ask

tell you

F.

more

A.

us

to show you our

about it in

SIH'IITLKKK

our

ad.

<fc

CO.

Paris.

Congo Rooting.

F.

A.

In two weeks

J»urUTL.KFK

*

we

will

CO.

HANDY KODAK.
PUS" TIIE BUTT0N'
LAIIiLK ΓΥΟϋ
KL
REMEMBER
WE D(J THE REST
|

„

About all you have
true to-day than ever before.
is
to press the little
Kodak
a
with
beautiful
take
! to tlo to
pictures
bulb which opens the shutter. We have a splendid line of

It is

even more

of every

description.

$1.00 to ijl'iO.OO each.

Films to fit any size. If you do your own developing, we have deof every
velopers, paper for printing, developing tanks, and supplies
leave them
for
If
want
you
developed
your
you
description.
with us.

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
3 Stores,

half.

HAVE YOU TRIED CUR-X-ZEMA?

neckwear in all

shades of brown and black, 25c. and 50c.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
the

Clothing

Union Suits, $1 and $1.50.
sleeve shirts, 25c. to 50c.
large stock of men's shirts in golf, negligee and coat
styles, white and colored, 50c. and $1. New styles in

EDMUND M. BAILEY.
ABBIE U. POOB.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
ban been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
LORENZO D. THOMPSON, late of lircwnfltld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs. All i>ersons having
demands against the estate of said deceantd
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

may interest you.

A

NOTICE.

July 16th, l'.t07.

lengths

of short

All
This store is full of things to keep you comfortable.
the little things necessary for man's comfort are here. All
grades of underwear. Men's balbriggan underwear in
light colors as well as black, gray and blue, long or short

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
COULOMBE, of Romford. In the
Countv of Oxford, ami State of Maine,
in said District, respectfully represents that
on the 13th day of October, last past, he was
I ulν
adjudged lunkrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that be has
duly surrendered all hie property and rights
of property, and has fully compiled with ali the
requirement)· of said Acts ami of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may bo decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against hie estate under said
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as arc
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this -.'2nd day of July. A. D. 1907.

pile

For tb.© Hot Days.

Discharge.

}

BLOCK, NORWAY·,-MAINE.

Men's

District op Maine, ss.
On this 27th day of July, A. D. 1907, on reading the foregoing petition, it Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the lrtth day of Aug., A. D.
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that ali known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may ap|>car at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not lie granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this onler, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 27th day of July, A. D.
19u7.
JAMES E. HKWEY, Clerk.
[L.e.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWET. Clerk.

{K?,2SM Maine.

SUMMER STORK—PARIS HILL.
F.

A.

IHVRTLEFF *

F.

CO.

A.

IIICBTLEFF A

CO.

^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoas re«eee$ee<3aaanagcaaaaaaaaa

Haying Tools

It quickly and permanently cure· Eczema,
all
Itclilug I'lles, Rums, Cuts, Sunburn, and
At
skin diseases, after all other remedies fall.
Cur-.V
10c.
mall,
flOc.
by
Hainple
druggists,
:io.:h
Zcma Co U'atervllet, N. Y.

N.

LOOK
At

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

HECTOR BEAUCHESNE, Bankrupt.

In the matter of
ALKERT COULOMBE,

'07

29,

YOURS SINCERELY

DON'T FORGET THE PLACE.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

$.100

ftori,

Fri., Sat., flon., July 26, 27,

HECTOR

FA It Μ, STOCK tud TOOLS

<lown ami balance of #1,300 oo easy term*: l.-n
trees, 1,000 conls of wooil,
acres, 3ti0 apple
for .Hi
125,000 fe<'t spruce ami hemlock, pusture
lirtr. maplecows; semi for picture of
In
roo<l
all
barn
ami
40xtk),
repair,
shaile·! house,
11 few steps to
near neighbors, etoro ami school;
take; owner must make quick chinée to distant
with
stnte, ami price Is re<luce<! to only tl.HOO,
tool*
#5<Miiluwn. If taken soon, 2 cows, horse,
No.
.See
In.
1471,
thrown
will
be
anil machinery
Write to-ilay for
List 1#."
page 'J, "Strout's
FKKK copy. E. A. ST BOUT CO., Auïusta, Me.

Special Sale Mamburgs,

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
BEAUCHESNE, of Mexico, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents that on
the 21st day of July, 1908, he wu duly
adj udged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
and has fully complied with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against bis estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as arc excepted by law from such discharge.
bated this l'.tth day of Julv, A. i>. 1907.

Wanted.

at or near Paris

50, 37 ι-a, and 25c. per yard,
Your choice l*Sc.

ONE LOT GINGHAMS, &c., HAVE BEEN
25c., How 17c.

hereby riven that at the annual meet-

of the Paris Hill Libratr Association,
ing
held at Hamlin Memorial Ha>l on

years.
The subecrll>ere hereby prive notice that they
In South Paris, July 27, Mrs. Alice, wife of
have been duly Appointed administrators with
George Donney, aged 35 years.
the will annexed of the estate of
OLCUTT ». POOB, late of Andover,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· as the law directs. All |>ersone having
demande against the estate of Raid deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment Immediately.

For Autumn Months and
December.

ONE LOT DRESS PATTERNS, HAVE BEEN

return-

Laundry,

NEW

Now 19 l-9c.

ed in 24 hours.

Ideal

Born.
In North Lovell, June IS, to the wife of Willie

ONE LOT COTTON DRESS GOODS,
THIS SEASON, HAVE BEEN 17c ,

Family Washing
washing 50c.

You:

This Week We Offer

OR

years, after considerable search admits
that he is a blind guide and can't find
the trail. But he confidently asserts
that we can go down over the face without any path, as we have got so far to
the east that it is only a short distance

J

Floor]

C\LL FOR YOUR

Wet

Bargains.

More

Let Our Team

Dayton Bolster & Co.'s.

Scythes, Rakes, Snaths, Drag

"Trimmed Hats" at
reduced prices.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
South Paris, Maine.

Rakes and Forks

at lowest

prices.

corrigated solid steel
scythe, fully warranted, $1.00.
The

The celebrated India steel

scythe, 75c.,

——~

are our

leaders.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.
as llARKBT

SOUTH

»

SQUARB,

ΡΛΗΙΜ,

ΜΛΙΝΒ.

IT PAYS
TO USE A FLY NET ON
YOUR HORSE.

iâ. RICHARDS,

South Paris.

Optical Specialist

since

1890.

I am selling a black ar d yellow string net for 75 cents.
Close
Other colors, finer mesh for $1.00, $1.10 and $1.35.
All leather nets from $1.50
woven nets from 65c. to $ι·5θ.
Have your horse fitted to one.
to $1.75.

JAMES N. FAVOR,
01 Main

flit.9

BKiffiW0"·

Norway, Malno.

MUSE AND CURE
OF APPENDICITIS

THE CARE OP LIVESTOCK.

It the testimony of great numbers of
the reader· of The New-York Tribune
Parmer is a fair baai· for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what is known
a* its Veterinary Department is everywhere esteemed highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department. Dr.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of it
for more tban five years, every week answers very many questions in regard to
every variety of livestock known on the
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine and treatment, but telling how
the diseases might have been prevented,
and laying down specific rules for feed
ProfeMor Blanchard of the French Academy
and care in health, in sickness and in of Medicine has spent a great amount of time
Ia
convalescence.
Every farmer keeps studying that dread disease—Append IcRtla.
with Professor Metchaikoff, he has
some livestock—good veterinarians are company
both
and
carefully examined numerous cases,
scarce.
have reached the conclusion that the core is not
Each inquirer is fully answered, but the knife. In more than forty cases the sympDr. Smead goes far beyond this; he be- toms of Appendicitis disappeared after the
lieves that any information which one patients had been treated for worms.
There are, no doubt, many persons suffering
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
from worms who are erroneously attributing
by hundreds and thousands of others,
trouble to some other cause. A few doses
their
as
and he often so broadens his answer
of Dr. True's Elixir ve sufficient la most cases
to make it a complete essay on the sub- for the
complete expulsion of the worms.
ject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
The preseuceof these parasi tea is easily recogMe.,
of
B. Walker McKeen,
Fryeburg,
nized by the following symptoms:—Indigestion;
said in a meeting of farmers that a valu- foul tongue; offensive breath; variable appetite;
and
able horse had been attacked with a dis- hard and full belly with occasional gripiags
the navel; heavy, (lull eyes; itching
ease of which he had known nothing pain»about
of the
short
of
the
grinding
aose;
cough;
dry
until he had recently read of it in The
teeth; starting during sleep; slow and frequent
New-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr fever;in children—convulsions and bed wetting
Smead had taught him enabled him to
Or. True's Elixir will oot only expel the
Another farmer arose worms, but will boild up the whole system as
save his horse.
and said he had had a similar experience. well.
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
C. C.
town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writes
to Dr. Smead, usuer date of April 23:
"I desire to express my gratitude to you
through The New-York Tribune Farmer,
and to say that I regard you as the most has been in constant use for more than half a
able, practical and thoroughly safe century. Even though no worms maybe present,
theii growth and is
writer of the present age, and to exprees Dr. True's Elixir prevents
the an invaluable remedy for the relief of stomach
my hope that you may live to serve
ills. Its marvelous tonic qualities bring* back
farmer and our dumb friends for many a feeble and impaired digestion; purifies and
vears to come."
enriches the blood ; quickly regulates a disorThe regular price of the New-York dered liver.
a
Dr. True's Elixir is used and endorsed by
One
Dollar
is
Farmer
Tribune
year,
but we will send it with The Oxford physicians and hospitals all over the couutry.
Read
what Mrs. Joy says of Dr. True's Elixir:—
Democrat, both papers one year for
IHà
Centrie Abington, Mass.

IKE SIMPLE REMEDY
MIT EFFECTS THE CORE

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR
THE OLD FAMILY REMEDY

Oxfords

Men's

IN

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Gun Metal, Valour and
Russet Calf, S4.00, 3.50,
3.00.2.50· 2.25,2.00.
Full Line of Bare Foot
Sandals for Children.

Frothingham,

South Paris.

to

I have had in

in the house for children. I would not be
without it now." Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Henry C. Joy.

Dr. True's Elixir is *oîd by druggists everywhere at 35c, 30c. and $1.00 a bottle. An interest ing and 1ustructivc boot let cut ltled "Children
and Their Diseases" will be sent free to all who
apply lor it, by simply addressing Or. J. P.
Truf & Co., Aabarn, M«. We have a special
treatment for tapc-wonn. Send for free book.

Next

Also

W. 0.

inform you of the
using one bottle of
your Elixir. I gave it to my children, and
after the third dose one of them passed a
long round worm. I also wish to say it is
one of the safest and best medicines to have
Dr. Τ rue :—"I wish

success

Sunday

EXCURSION TO

RANGELEY LAKES
—

VIA THE

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
To

t.ewlston, leave,
Poland,
Mechanic rails,

Oquoeeoc

ami return

"

-.'.OO
2.00
1 75
1.30
1.25
1.00
0.00

Buckflel t

Hebron Academy

—

Canton,

.......

l>lx Held
Rumford Kails

Ï.2S a.ri.

8 <*>
8.14
8.4»»
9.G3
a.irt
8.40
11.08

$2.i>0

"
"
"
··
"

"
Oquossoc (Rangeley Lakes),
Connection ie made at Oquossoc with
steamers to and from Rangeley, giving
time for a beautiful sail the entire length
FOR BOYS AND (JIRLS.
of Rangeley Lake and 3 hours for dinner
and
Thorough preparation for college
at Rangeley Lake House and eight seeCourses for those
scientific schools.
ing.
Modern
attend
who cannot
college.
Fare from Mechanic Falls to Rumford
buildings, steam heat, electric light, telephone. Ac. Efficient corps of teachers. Falls and return 11.05. Returning train
Physical instructor all the year. No bet- leaves Oquossoc :{.35 p. m., arriving at
ter school anywhere for young men and Lewiston 7.05 p. M.
women to get training in mind and body.
Tickets at one fare the round trip will
Fall term begins Tuesday, September
also be sold from and to intermediate
10, 1907. For catalog and further infor- stations where trains are scheduled to
mation address. Principal W. E. SarPassengers from line of Grand
30-37 stop.
gent, Hebron, Me.
Trunk R'y can connect with this excursion at Mechanic Falls both going and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
returning.
WHKKKAS Mary A. Bacon, of r.uektlell. In
the county of Cxfort! aud -tate of Maine, by her
GEO. F. EVANS, Vice President and
mortgage deed, dated the 7th 'lay of September. General
Manager.
A. D. 1906, ana recorded In Oxford Registry of
Deeds, book J97. page 11-, conveyed to me, the
F. E. BOOTH BY, General Passenger
In
the
situate·!
estate
undersigned. certain real
25-31
town of Buckleki, aforesaid, and bounded as and Ticket Agent
follows, to wtt: Situated In the village of Buck
Held, In said town of BuckUeld, and being the
TK\ DOLLARS REWARD.
homestead place of said Bacon, bounded on the
north by the road leading from said Bucktleld
Any person furnishing me with Information
lan<l
of
lea<t to the conviction of anybody,
on
the
east
will
th*t
llall'e
by
to
bridge,
village
Hannah Damon ami Wallace Tuttle. on the south voung or old. of entering any school-house or
or land and on
anv «chool property In the town of
Holland's
Charles
damaging
property
by
the west by road leading to K. Hebron from said Paris, unlawfully, will lie i»ald the above named
village and also a lot or parcel of land known as itum. All persons are hereoy warned accordingthe Intervale lot. bounded as follows, on the ly. 1 have no objection to the use of the school
north and east by the Nezlnscot river, and on grounds a» play grounds but any one doing acthe south by the road from Buckfleld village to cidental damage should report to me at once
Hall's bridge and on tlie west by land of Ζ W. that no harm mav come to them.
Dated at South" Parts this fifteenth day of July,
Shaw.
And, whereas, the condition of said mortgage A. D. 1907.
AI.RERT D. PARK.
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
35
Superintendent of Schools.
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a

1804-1907.

foreclosure of said mortgage.
Norway, Me., July Ι'Λίι, 1907.
ΕΙ'ϋΕΝΕ F. SMITH.

For Service
right good
right size.

A
the

Berkshire Boar,

just

Service fee $1.00.

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

ALMOST
AS
GOOD

AS
A

DAILY
NEWSPAPER.

Desirable Residence for Sale,

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Pari» village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

The New-York

Tri-Weekly
ia »

metropolitan

good

ae

a

newspaper for

Tribune

busy people,

almost

as

daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei

to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 91.50 per year, but you can secure it with
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The

brings it

Both Papers One Year tor $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Paroid

Rooting)

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildIt is located in the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns," stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good foryou. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

ing,

Sand a 2 Mat «tamp tor book of αρ-icniit· poultry aad tarn baildiag plana,

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

κονκΜΑοΐΗ??

column.

OorrMPondeDoe on topic· of Interest to the ladles
la solicited. Addrea·: Editor floiuuiAKau'
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parla, Me

Luncheon Dishes

No. 179.—Word Building.
Add decay to η vehicle aud tnake a
vegetable; a Spanish title of honor to
a number and make a .sinew; an avoirdupois to a small bed and make a

fabric.

No. 180.—Easy Illustrated Rhyme.

In Hot Weather.

It seem· too maoh trouble to cater
with any amount of care for the family
luncheons in hot weather. Why bother
to get up dishes when iced tea and lettuce are at hand, cooling, refreshing,
and all any one wishes? This reasoning
appeals to the housekeeper as both sensible and labof-saving. But the trouble
is that iced tea and lettuce are really not
enough for us, even though our appetites are satisfied with them. The languor one often feels in summer is really
Because we are
a sort of starvation.
not hungry we do not eat, and our vitality wanes in consequence. Of course no
one needs or demands heavy meats or
any sort of solid, substantial food in hot
weather; but nourishing things one must
have, and just because we do not crave
them it is necessary to make them a littlev more attractive than at other times
in the year.
There are plenty of dishes made with

■torv in the August American Magazine:
"The 'Inside story' of the Philadelphia
convention of 1900 ie a tale of the higheat comedy. The other day Senator
Piatt, that aged political tiger whoae

and

jelly.

EGGS

No. 170.—High Hat Puzzle: Change
1 to 4; change 2 to 3; change 3 to 2;
change 4 to 5; change 5 to 1.
No. 177.—Charade: Whip-poor-will.
2.
No. 178.—In America: 1. Idaho.
Nevada. 3. Oregon. 4. Texas. 5. Ohio.
6. Indiana. 7. Georgia. 8. Washing10. Missouri. 11. Kenton. I». Maine.
tucky. 12. Iowa.
WAR AGAINST CONSUMPTION.
All nations are endeavoring to check
the ravages of consumption, the "white
plague" that claims so many victims
each year. Foley's Honey and Tar cures
coughs and colds perfectly and you are
in no danger of consumption. Do not
risk your health by taking some unknown
preparation when Foley's Honey and Tar
is safe and certain in results. The genuine is in a yellow package. F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.

AND TOMATOES.

Peel some small, round tomatoes, chill,
and then scoop out part of the inside.
Put a teaspoonful of seasoned bread
crumbs into each, with a bit of butter,
and drop in a raw, unbroken egg, cover
with a little cheese, and bake till the
egg is set.
DEVILED

EOOS

AND

HAM.

Boil hard four or more eggs, cut them
into halves, and take out the yolks.
Mash these, and season with a little dry
mustard, pepper, and salt. Chop a cup
of cold ham, and make some rounds of
toast and a cup of white sauce. Spread
the toast with a little white sauce first,
then with the ham; wet the yolks with
the sauce very slightly, and fill the halves,
heaping each one well; put one on each
round of toast, pour the sauce around on
the platter, heat well, and serve.
FKIED TOMATOES

AND

BOGS.

Cut some thick slices of tomato, dip
each into fiour seasoned with salt and
"Do you remember what your wife
pepper, and fry. Make some rounds of
tells you?"
toast; butter these, lay the tomatoes on
"Not if I can help it."
them, and put a poached egg on each ;
QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUF- sprinkle with chopped parsley.

FERERS.

BREAD-BOXES.

Foley1· Honey and Tar affords imCut Bome rather stale bread into slices
mediate relief to asthma suffu-ers in the two inches thick, and then into squares;
worst stages and if taken in time will cut off all the
crust; drop these into
effect a cure. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
deep fat and cook light brown, or spread
"Did you follow the diet I advised?"
each with creamed fish
"I did." "Religiously?" "Why, tolerably Heap
vegetables, and serve hot.

I said grace about three times out
of five, I should guess."
so.

A

SUBSTANTIAL

DISH, COMBINING FISH

thinks about the lightning?
"Bat it was true. Col. Roosevelt was

ning rod

elected governor of New York.

He pro-

G. B. BURHANS TESTIFIES AFTER
FOUR YEARS.
Q. B. Burhans, of Carlisle Center,
Ν. Υ writes: "About four years ago I
wrote you stating that I bad been entirely cured of a severe kidney trouble
by taking less than two bottles of Foley's
Kidney Cure. It entirely stopped the
brick duet sediment, and pain and symptoms of kidney disease disappeared. I
am glad to say that I have never had a
return of any of those symptoms during
the four years that have elapsed and I
am evidently cured to stay cured, and

heartily

recommend

Foley'·

Kidney

Cure to any one suffering from kidney or
bladder trouble." F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.
"There's not an unoccupied square
foot in this car, aeserted the rush hour
passenger.
"Nor any other shaped foot," complained his friend, trying in vain to
move.

What is a cold In the head? Nothing
to worry about if you treat it with Ely's
Cream Balm as soon as you begin to
sneeze and snuffle.
Neglected, the oold
may grow into catarrb, and the air-passages be so inflamed that you have to
fight for every breath. It is true that
Ely's Cream Balm cures catarrh, promptly and certainly. But you know the old
saw about the ounce of
prevention.
Therefore use Cream Balm when the
cold in the head shows itself. All druggists, GO cent·, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
56 Warren Street, New York.

Co.,

the summer

Elephants.

ο

Uhe Enchanted
ICettlc.

j

day

iiasolf in

ponderous volumes,

you
nu.ch readso

bringing

body,

The noose is then
close as possible.
tied to prevent It from running too
tight and choking the beast. The free
tame elephant moves off. and then"
How the ropes
comes the tug of war.
If
stand the strain I do not know.
the wild one Is getting the best of It.
to its
up comes another tame elephant
assistance and, putting its weight
against the himl quarters of the wild
so
it from pulling
When nil the elephants in the
of
place are thus tied, at a word
command the doors are swung oi>eu
and out they come, generally with a
tremendous rush, as they seem to
think they are again free. A rojw is
then placed round each of the wild
a tedious job, as the
one's

prevents

one,

hard.

legs (rather

tibose Is put on' the ground and the
men have to wait till the elephant by
chance puts its foot in It) and then
tied tight to a tree—In fact, so tight
that the elephant Is so stretched out
that he can move neither backward nor
forward. They arc kept In this posi
tlon as long as Is necessary to calm

thein down. What struck me as very
elepeculiar Is the fact that a wild
known to
phant has never yet been
lift Ills trunk and strike a mahout or
in any way to Injure him unless the
mahout gets on to the ground, when a
wild one is pretty sure to go for him.

in which case his (the mahout's)
his
tame elephant will iift him in
trunk and put him on Its back again.
It was a most interesting sight.—"The
own

Captain."

Riddle·.
When Is a man obliged to keep his
word? When no one will take It.
Why l< the nose In the middle of the
face? I'.ecaiise it is the (s)center.
What Is always In fashion? The let-

ter I·'.

vVhy are fishermen and shepherds
Because they live by
like
book and crook.
What I.: the difference between η
of clothes?
popgun and a hired suit
One Is Γι red and does not hit. and the
other is hired and does not fit.—Phila-

iieggars?

The fame of Shohun Shokan's possession spread throughout the land.
and I»» tv:i·· Indue:·;! to travel tiiwug'i
the country exhibiting the enchanted
kettle. It upi>eaivd to be very fond of
its master :<ud obeyed all lii.-ΐ Inst/ncMany a crowd \vm blg'i!'·
tions.
amused at the sight «if a kettle walking upon a tight rope or doing other
antics. Slu.hun Sbokan grew wealth

rapidly.

Finally, believing that he should not
abuse tire f.:v< r <.f the god·* l\v a ecumutating too great riches, he announced his Intuition of spending tlx*
rest of !·!>< 11 f*. f:i «inlet study.

With thN end in view. Shohun Shokan purposed tu bestow bis ι·η< !π V
kettle upon the nearest shrine. Hard!}·
had the*creature been placed on t!:«
altar when. lo. It resumed its former
It may be seen
mere kettle.

shape—a

there to !M day.
This 14 ν hy all aged .Iac:>!ie«p nl
whenways exam!··.'· a kettle carefully
ever they see u >e in the h >pe that permay favor the::i as they
haps the /s
Fliiijdeîphi.
Slio!:!· !. SLol-.m.
did
—

that's
Exactly what he Is!"
—St.

Nicholas.

Sulky Plows.

stimulating and clcansing action on
stomach, liver, bowels and blood aids
these organs to proceed with normal
regularity and maintain the perfect
health of the body. For old and young

M Li Farm Macltieery.

"L. F." Atwood's Bitters

on

hand. Their

the "L. F." Atwood's Bitters are
iable remedy. 35c. at druggists.

a

re-

K. W. WALKER &

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Wool
to

SOUTH PARIS.

—

Carpets

Jeweler and Graduate

up stock.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Chas. F, Ridlon,

KILLthe couch

and

CURE

MAINE.

/Consumption

FDR I

MICA,

LUNCS

OUGKS and

V0LDS

Price
50c & >100
Free Triil

Surest and (Quickest Cure fo all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

For Sale in South Paris.

tcatu

fffi·*. X°%fi

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Μγη. Sarah \V Ifewett,
situated in the center of the vill;^., I,a*
two apartments of seven and e lit r· ms
with sheds, large attic, Ac., .11 1 it ti
The ur uj.U him
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional h .-e
Iota.
W. T. HBWETT.
I'arii.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Ajjent,

«"?"&»»
""at***
v«'eftï n.-etf°u6
\\fe
1

λ91ςφβώ»

j

i

l,vr*r"

Engine and Boiler

Steam

For Sale Clicnp.

ycurs.

Johnny's Frcitlecs Undcr'.r.I'.ir^.

THE

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Corner Main and Oanforth Sts.,

eUd*cl«»

Optician.

LowBsiPricesmOxiordCGuiily.

close out odd patterns and clean

NORWAY,

SON,

HILLS,

a

Second hand, six horse power
engine and eight horse power1 >iler.
Call and see them at A. C. [ones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Ml·.

ΡΚΟΗΛΤΚ NOTICE».
of the Katotes
In

either
jiersons Interested
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tuesday of
July, In the year of our L6rd one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and ?even.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated. It Is hereby ORCERBD:
That notice thereof be given to all person* Intereete-l, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three aweeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat,
newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may apj>ear at a
Probate Court to be held at Hum ford Mi's, on
the third Tuesday of August, A. D. 1907, at a
To all

of the clock In the forenoon, and bo heard thereon If they see cause.

MARY P. WENTWORTH, late of Browntleld, I
deceased, will and iietltlon for probate thereof
presented by Arthur MerrlP, the executor there-

"We shall not need the loan.
That kangaroo can well provide
A 'Jumper' of his own!"

"The answer Is as plain as cats
To them as knows their biz.·"
Quoth he. "They rail him that, for

Disk Marrows,

tbc t°a

ai:d

Spreaders,

Manure

third a ipieen ant
thirteen jv
aftof a black so vies, laid fori!!"
er she bad passed the age of ιιίι»
:rs.

Cylinder Oil.

true

Every household should keep the

Ant.
Th« Lifo of
Most buys and girls know perhap
!
that Sir Join I.fl bock is the lie
o.
l..::i||,
and
the
nature
on
authority
·.! or
ants, but they may not have h.
t > d< ier
an experiment that he made
mine how ling a common ant w.i .!<
If·» too'
live if properly cared for.
th
> keep
every possible precaution t
ant from harm and to give it stiltrit»I«
nourishment, and it live I for fifteen
kin·',
years, the greatest ag« that any
of bisect ev<T attained, so f. r a
An tlicr specimen lived to·
known.

re-

"I wonder why they call that queer
And chunky beast we see
A tapir. Can you mak« that clear?"
Said I. "It bothers ine."

Gasoline

W. Ripley, Me., Sept 26, 1906.
"We have used the true 'L. P.' Atwood's Bitters in our family (or over
thirty years, and think it far superior
to any other medicine of the kind we
:ver used."
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. H. C. Nane.

an

The Drainy Circus Clown.

plied.

For

Health

North American.

"Tour l.uirrnroo has caught a cold,"
Said I. "Just hoar liim cough!
I'll lot lilin us»· in.v sweater old
To keep the weather off."

obliged," the clown

The

of'lt.

delphia Ledger.

"We're much

Help

A

ο

';ere once lived In Japan a wise old
...iiued Sbobuu Sbokan.
λ;1
long Sbotatm Shokan buried

iii see that by virtue of so
be became very learned indeed.
In a keddah. or stockade. The keddnh ii
look at bis buying forehead and
is Just a ring of stout posts stuck Into One
to
one on deep set eyes and you became awed
two
with
doors,
the ground
of knowledge
amount
of
the
vast
think
to
lending
with
"wings"
each side,
A deep trench is dug inside such a head must contain.
them.
Shohun Shokan sat gazing meditathe posts to prevent the elephants from
them tively nt the walls of his little room,
getting at (he wnlls and knocking
the letterings of wise
down. Kncli tame elephant has on its covered wlili
Before liini boilnock a mahout provided with a long, sayings Innumerable.
noose ed bis little kettle.
a
with
running
strong Jute rope
in surprise, be rested his eyes on the
on the end of It and a spear alsmt
had
murmur
musical
Its
kettle.
eletame
The
feet
to
ten
long.
eight
to a growl, and there before
phants enter (he keddah and very soon changed
of legs appeared ut the
have one of the wild ones Jammed up him two pairs
t. !! nt the handle and a pe
between them, when a inahoijt drops bottom. :i
the mouth.
his rope over the wild one's neck and culinr snout at
This strange creature capered about
ties the other end on to another rope
lid rattled and the
which is around the tame elephant's so merrily (hat the
the two together as water overllowed from the kettle part

in named.

SO NI.AU ANIl YET SO

FAlll

Poor Anna.
lady." said Anna,
"I'll toarh Rlrls to play the piano."
And yet th* wad fact is
Stic never would pructloe.
So now she's a cook In Savannah.

"When I

nni n

HARRIET C. PULSlFER, late of Paris, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented l>y James 9. Wright, the executor

Αητοηβ sending a sketch and dMcrii tl η may
wti.
.τω
quickly aarertnln our opinion free <<
»■
Invention ι» prohably patentable.
tloiu strictly confidential. ΗΛΝ0Β00Κ <·ηΐν '.it»
eent free, oldest ngency for securing purer ·.
Patents taken through iluun Α «'υ. recul?·
tprelal notice, without charge, In the

Scientific American.

therein named.

A handenmely Illustrated weekly. I.\rgi<t nr.
l a
culatlon of nny scientlde Journal. T«
year : four raontba, |L Sold by all newid»n.«fi.

ESTER J. LOWE, late of Buoklleld, deceased ;
will and |x-iltlon for probate thereof presented
by Roman/.o C. Lowe, the exccutor therein
named.

& Co.ae,B™*d-»' New York
MUNN
Branch OOco. 625 ¥ Ht, WaablDgtoo. It. C.

DANIEL CHAMRERLA IN, late of Hartford,
•leceased ; petition that Ten Broeck W. Stetson
as
or some other suitable person be
administrator, presented by Dai Id J. Chamberlain, son and heir.

appointed

E. W. (IIWIHJIt,

Builders' Finish!

JACOB McKEEN, late of Paris, deceased;
petition that Walter L. Gray or some other suitable person be appointed as administrator of
said estate presented by Mary McKeen, widow.

VITLOMACV

WASHINGTON DEAN, late of Oxford, .leI will furnish DOORS and WINDOW
any
ceased; petition for the determination of collat- Size or Style at reasonable price».
eral Inheritance tax présente·! by George L. I
Wll 1er, administrator.
IVY I. HODGDON, minor, of Hiram; second I
and Una! account presented for allowance by
Alexander P. Copp, guardian.
r
It In want of any kind of Flnlah tur I
SAMUEL V. ABBOTT, late of Rumford, de-1
PI
ceased ; dret account presented for allowance by ouuMe work, mm 1b your order·
1
.'a-ta.
tier ami .Shingles on haml Cheap for
James S. Wright, executor.
ROBERT W.GRAY, late of Boston, Mass.
linal account presented for allowance by Emma |
and Job Work.
C. Gray, administratrix.
de-1
late
of
ABNER W. ALLEN,
Norway,
<·
Matched Karl Woo<! Kioor Hoards for
ceased ; petition for an allowance out of personal
estate presented by Evls I. Allen, widow.
E. W.
ALVIN PIKE, late of Sweden, deceased;
>

Also Window <5i Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing

<

CIIAKIHJilt,

first account presented for allowance by and
for distribution presented by Harry
elbert Pike, administrator.

B;tltlon

West Sumner.

ALTON E. WHITEHEAD, ward, of Norway; !
petition for license to sell and convey real estate |
presented by Moses P. Stiles, guardian.
LUNA Ε. A BBOTT, late of Huniford, de
ceased; flrst account presented for allowance by I
Caiotlnc W. Blanchard, the executrix of the |
JAMES BERNIKR, late of Uuton, deceased;
petition that Charles 11. Chace of Cpton or some
other suitable person be appoint"·! as admlnls
trator presented by Mertie M. Bernler, widow.
ALTON K. WHITKHKAD of Norway, minor;
account presented for allowance by Moses I*.

...

NOTICE.

payment Immediately.
KREl) R.THOMPSON.
July 10th, 1907.

The Widow Hill ha> a Hue plum tree!
The Widow Hill le fond ο' me.
ΠΙ call on her today!
The plum tr»>e grown by lier front door.
I've Ικημι mcnultisr to call for a week or more
—St. Nlehola·.
To pass the time o* ilay!
Nervo of Granite Too.
An Euglish tourist wlio stayed for a
week in apartments in Aberdeen, tbe
Granite City, lias this to say:
"I bad beard of tbe canny folk of
Aberdeen, and my experience, sbort
though It was. proved that rumor bad
rightly estimated tbe character of tbe
people. Tbe streets are grauite. tbe
bouses are granite and tbe iubabitaiits
are granite, and when they have a
granite baby they give it a ball of
granite for fear it should break nuy
I had a granite landlady,
other toy.
and one dny when I was going llshiug

D^ar to Kim.
"Before .ve were married you called
Now you sceui content
me 'darlinr.'
"
to call me 'dear.'
so
dear to me before
"You weren't
marriage < you are now. Your father
paid your bills."—Houston Post.
Firat Family Row.
"Do you know who created the first
family row on record?"
"I suppose it was Adam and Eve
when
they raised Cain."
Stray
—

BtoriM.

91.

uso'ge

ana

ιηο

uragon.

NOTICE.
The subacrllier hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
FRANK L. BARRETT, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment Immediately.
EMMA A. BARRETT.
July 16th, 1907.

I

to

sing.

...

issues checks

in

nearly

all

payable

parts of

the world in the currency of the country on
I which drawn.

FOU SALE.
n iit ίι,
One Concord wagon In good
nu
ono two-horse McCormick mowing
till
chine, a Champion horse-rake.
hand driving harness, a lever Imtterworker, and a Blanchard churn. Κτ further particulars inquire of
NOTICE.
A. J. ΓΚΝΓ.ΚΥ,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
South Pari.*, Maine.
has ileen duly appointed administrator of the |
June 17, 11K)7.
estate of
SIMON A. ABBOTT, late of Andover,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and [
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payΜθ.
Morris Klain,
ment Immediately.
Can aiTorit to ami will pay more fur r.i.·-. iu|r
FRANK E. AKERS.
July 16th, 1907.
* ω
■
a
lier», ami metal than any etran*rr that

Other nations liesl.'.es KnJnird ha\o
frnigbt under the banner of St. George,
and other knightly orders as well as
that of tin· Garter have been instituted
in Ills honor. Ile wtm tin* guardian saint
uf Sielly, Arugon. Valencia, Qeuon, Malte» and Barcelona; a Venetian order of
St. George was created In 1200, a
NOTICE.
D
Spanish in 1317, an Austrian In 1470, a The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
Genoese in 1472 and a Roman in 1-JD2. has l>een duly api>olnte<l executor of the last
will and testament of
More modern orders liearliig his name
SARAH A. SAMPSON, late of Hartford,
are those of Bavaria (1721)), Russia In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
The
device
(17tJ7> and Hanover (1S&J).
demands against the estate of said decease·) [
of St. George slaving the dragon forms are desired to present the same for settlement, ami all Indebted thereto are requested to |
part of the arms of the czar and ap- make payment Immediately.
W. U. EASTMAN.
July 16th, 1907.
pears on several Russian coins. The
conjecture that this was owing to the
NOTICE.
presentation of the Garter by Eliza- The subscriber hereby give* notice that he I
Iteth to Ivan Vasslllcvitch has no foun- h .is been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
dation In fact, for Chanceler, the first
HENRY ABBOTT, late of Andover,
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
outspoken KiiKlldiinan to visit Russia, In
All persons having
bonds as the law directs
In
1ΓΛΙ
from
speaks of a dispatch sent
demands against the estate of said deceased are
Ivan Vaeelllevltch to Queen Mary, the desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payseal of which "was much like the ment Immediately.
FRANK E. AKERS.
July 18th, 1907.
broad seal of Kngland. having on the
one side the linage of a man on horseNOTICE.
back In complete harness lighting with
The subscriber hereby give* notice that she I
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
a dragon."—London Chronicle.
will and testament of
.«arti···,
SIMON R. ELLIS, late of Paris,
"So you wouldn'.: take me to be twen- in the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deoeoeed are desired to present the same for settlety-six V" giggled the fair widow.
and all Indebted thereto are requested to
"No, Indeed," rejojned the Inconsid- ment,
make payment Immediately.
erate old bachelor. "But If you bad a
CHARLOTTE E. ELLIS.
July 16th, 1907.
daughter I might take her to be that
NOTICE.
•Id."
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
baa been duly appointed administrator of the
of
estate
Left
Why They
SUMNER SESSIONS, late of Woodstock,
What's everybody In the
"Hello. George!
County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
rrowdin-i out of the drawing room for? bond· as the law directs. AH persons haying
demands against the estate of said deceased
Have refreshments been announced?" are desired to present the same tor settlement,
George—No. But Aunt Matilda la get- and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

ting ready

THE

Norway National Bank

Stiles, guardian.
ADDISON E. HERRICR, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has lieen duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
LORENZO D. THOMPSON, late of BrowiilleM,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All (teraons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

Maine.

....

4i ne

estate of said deceased.

ber f ju volunteered to accompany me.
I provided tbe lunch, the rods and tbe
lie provided the worms—dug
line»,
them up lu a neighbor's garden with
I caught sixteen
a
borrowed spade.
trout, lie ate tbe lunch and broke uiy
best rod. When we got home, I unide
a present of fourteen of the tish to my
granite laudhidy and asked her to cook
Ihe other two for my tea. She did—
und charged me threepence for the
she aita dripping iu which they were fried."—
Edinburgh Scotsman.

SALAD.
"Your wife need· exercise;
kidney irregularicold
Pick
fish, wet with a lit- ■till too much."
ties are often caused by excessive drinkop any
"I'll get her a ailk skirt."
ing or being overheated. Attend to the tle unsweetened lemon jelly or the fish
"How will that help?"
stock suggested before, and press into a
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano, kidneys at onoe by using Foley's Kidney
"She'll
keep moving so as to make it
Jure. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
baking-powder can. When firm slice
and arrange on a platter, with a spoon- rustle."
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
ful of stiff majonnaise on each piece.
Bacon—I see the first expedition to
Also I have
money as they can oe sold for the quality of the instrument.
All Aior nd tba edge lay sliced cucum- WAS IN POOR HEALTH FOR YEARS.
the South Pole took place in 1567.
stock
A
on
hand.
Prices
with a border of green watercress.
Ira W. Kelley, of Mansfield, Pa.,
several medium grade pianos.
bers,
large
always
Did
hsve
Egbert—Gracious!
they
Pass more mayonnaise. This is an espe- writes: "I waa In poor health for two
we
and
will
and
Send
for
interest
in
that?
lectures
as
as
terms
early
low,
try
catalogue
you
easy.
cially pretty dish.
years, suffering from kidney and bladthe best pianos that are on the market.
der trouble, and spent considerable
BKET
SALAD.
DELICIOUS
STIMULATION WITHOUT IRRITAmoney consulting piiyaiciana without
Cnt into small cubes some cold boiled obtaining any marked benefit, bnt waa
TION.
and I deW. J. Wlaeeler db
That is the watchword. That i> what beets; put little piles of these Into let- oured by Foley'· Kidney Cure,
tuce cups, and add a spoonful of mayon- sire to add mv testimony that it may be
Orino Laxative Fruit
Syrup does. naise
of
health
or
five
the
of
to eaoh, and then four
the came
restoring
Cleanses and stimulates the bowels
Billing· BlOOk,
V. ▲,
BefuM substitutes.
without irritation la any form. F. A. capers or a half teaspoonful of chopped others."
ShorUeff A Oo.
olives.—Harper's Basar.
Ifolw Shartlsff Λ Co.
0outb PftMe·

During

▲ND

A Catch of Wild

claw·

THE^OOL'

7 D

ο

The other day 1 was In great luck,
the president baa
drawn, very truthfully remarked that his as I saw α sight that many people
soul was sore within him at the recol- who have been here In India for twenlection that be 'made Rooserelt presiar.d more have never witnessdent.' No one paid mnob attention to ty years
wild elephants
the lament Who caree what the light- ed—namely, a catch of

teeth

ceeded promptly to make a nuisance of
himself to this extent, that when the convention of 1900 gathered in Philadelphia
Piatt appealed to Senator Hanna to accomplish his political destruction by
making him vice-president. Hanna deHe didn't like Roosevelt.
murred.
Piatt pointed out that Roosevelt's continued existence would be terrible in its
consequences to the New Fork political
machine and indirectly to the national
organization. There was only one way
to end it The highest form of political
poison in thie country is the vice-presidency. Every man thinks he might surtomatoes, cheese, chicken, peppers, rice, vive it, but among the tozicologiets in
eggs, and cold meat which are delicious, statesmanship it has ever been considerand yet simply prepared. Those with a ed certain death. With many protests
foundation of chicken are delicious, and Hanna consented to administer the lethal
one can choose between hot and cold.
dose.
"tt was necessary to win over Mc KinCHICKEN HASH.
McKinley objected strongly. He
ley.
Chop cold chicken, roast or broiled, didn't like Roosevelt either. They were
and moisten with a little gravy or hot at the
telephone for the better part of
cream; season with salt and pepper. the day. Finally insistence from PhilCut up two green peppers, and take out
adelphia wore out resistance at Washall the seeds, and chop very fine. Put
ington. Meanwhile Piatt had carefully
all together in a saucepan, and gently
prepared the victim by sending a delegasimmer till the peppers are cooked, add- tion to him to 'voice a
great public deing more gravy or cream if the hash be- mand' that he accept the nomination.
Have ready a large cup of
"
comes dry.
Ί am much obliged to you, Senator,'
hot mashed potato; put the chicken on a said Piatt at the end of the day's work.
hot platter, and the potato evenly in a 'That's all right,' said Hanna, 'but now
border around the edge, and bits of that we have taken that fellow off your
parsley outside. Those who do not care back what are you going to do for uaf
for peppers can omit them, and when the A little more than a year after this ocdish is ready the potato can be sprinkled currence there stalked out of God knows
In reading this easy Illustrated pur.- with
chopped parsley.
where—out of the mysterious jungle
zle there is also u missing word to be
that has grown up just beyond the
CREAMED CHICKKN AND CHEESE.
supplied.
where civilization has
wall
Take two cups or less of cold chicken garden
thrown its weeds and its sins to nourish
cut up into even bits, and add a cup of
No. 181.—Diamond.
them withal—the monster who slew the
2. A deep white sauce; season with salt and pep1. A letter in summer.
Roosevelt became
McKinley.
gentle
into
or
a
dieh
Put
this
into
baking
of the United States and the
hole. 3. Inferior in degree. 4. Vogue. per.
small dishes, and covor first with a little presiJent
of the very men who had under5. A letter in summer.
sauce and then with a layer of grated scou.'ge
taken his overthrow."
cheese. Bake till brown and serve at
No. 182.—Numerical Enigma.
once.
Women's Hair.
I am composed of sixty letters and
CREAMED CHICKEN AND PEA8K.
form a poetical quotation from Bulwer
Make the creamed chicken as before. WHAT A FUSS THEY DO MAKE WITH
Lytton.
Take a large cup of cooked green pease
IT AT ANY AND ALL TIMES.
Nor
famous
was
a
39-1-50-30-19
My
and mix them with half a cup of white
40-30-47dramatic
My
i>oet.
wegian
sauce; put the chicken into the middle
Women have great times with their
52-50-25-11 was a famous poet who of a round platter, and arrange a border
hair. If they visit in a dry climate they
was a friend of Sir I'liilip Sidney.
My of the pease, with parsley outside.
are sure to say when they come home:
00-5-21-33-14 was a celebrated Italian
CriCKEN AND MACARONI.
"My hair acted lovely; it did not come
poet. My 44-58-17-2-48 was the greatButter a baking-dish and put in a layer out of curl at all."
est poet of antiquity.
My 28-15-35-8If they go where it is damp tbey say
minced cold chicken, then a layer of
My of
50-37 was a great Germait poet.
was the
cold macaroni, cut into small, when they come home; "It
cooked,
Lake
of
the
was
one
40-15-12-32-54-4-27
for hair; my hair was as
even pieces; then sprinkle with salt and worst place
was
time."
aa a string all the
I>oets. My 43-58-20-00-50-41-40-0-0
pepper, and dot liberally with butter, straight
Once in three or four weeks they wash
an English poet who was very poor. and add a thin layer of fine crumbs. Reand then tbey tell each other
their
hair
My 17-23-13-22-15-38 was a blind poet. peat till the dish is full, with crumbs
cannot do a thing with their
My 24-42-49-53-10-59 Is a surname last. Cover with bits of butter, and pour how they
For a
as it has just been washed.
borne by a (iermau geographer and on milk enough to thoroughly moisten. hair,
week or two before it is washed they say
My Bake forty minutes, the first twenty it ie a
also by a German philosopher.
disgrace they do not wash their
Put on more butter when
34-31-57-45-7-58-20-3-18 was a writer of under a plate.
cannot do
this is taken off, if necessary, to brown hair; that it is so sticky they
poetic pros λ My 10-51-41-20 Is what well.
a thing with it.
The women are always telling each
many i>octs win. My 54-55 Is a proCOLD CHICKEN AND PEASE.
other they look horrid with their hair
uoun.
Slice some cold roast chicken, and sur- done low, or else they would not be seen
round with a border of cooked pease with it done high. Their hair is either
No. 183.—Military Men.
all coming out or else they cannot
mixed with stiff mayonnaise.
What names of Federal generals sug
imagine what hae happened, but it is
gest the following: 1. A bishop. 2. A
JEI.UED
CHICKEN.
coming in thick and "lovely."
messenger. 3. A trapper. 4. A city in
Boil down a cut-up fowl until the
As they walk down the street the
Ohio.
meat drops from the bones. Take this women are forever reaching for their
up by itself, remove bones and skin, and back hair and catching up ehort locks
No. 184.—Anagrams.
Cool the with hairpins, or feeling to see if their
cut into long, even pieces.
(Hoys' names.)
stock and take off all the grease. Dis- hair is coming down. When they get in
Sam painted an axle heu;
solve a level tablespoonful of gelatine in front of a mirror the very flrst thing the
He brought live carp fur me.
a little cold
water, strain the stock women look at ie their hair and twitch it
He'd keep pet hens, he said.
through fiannel, and heat it; pour over one way or the other. No matter what
He loves to wander free.
the gelatine. Arrange the chicken in a any woman has on her mind her hair
He feeds (he red daw outs.
mould, such as a bread-pan, and let the takes first place.—Atchison Globe.
He is το drive todav.
dark and light meat alternate; pour the
But first of all he bails the boats.
stock over, and set away to harden. You
•'Roughing It" at Kineo.
He eari cipher short sums, they say. can add a
cupful of cooked peas, also.
(Outing.)
In serving, surround with slices of hardThere uru no looms at work In the
The city man sojourning at Kineo,
boiled eggs and parsley, or make a bordmill.
of
grown tired of the ridiculous fashion
er of pease in mayonnaise.
He looks Kay in scarf of blue.
clothes for dinner in a
evening
donning
There's the doc-tor. Is any one illT
backwoods hotel, fancies he would like to
AND PEASE.
JELLIED I.AMU
Plant ccdars and larches too.
strike into the woods and rough it for a
roast
Slice very thin some cold
lamb, while.
No. 185.—A Search.
and take off all the fat. Make a cupful
Whereupon he hires a guide, with
In
u
animal
:t
slaugh· of Htock by using a teaspoonful of beef whom
1. Find
winged
all the arrangements are naturally
and
a
but
water,
ter house.
extract, a large cup of
]e(t—the buying of provisions and supall
tocook
and
onion
little
parsley;
2. Fin«l to write in lavish.
plies, the selection of the route, etc., and
gether five minutes. Dissolve a heaping paddles away in a canoe to camp out.
in
cold
of
water,
gelatine
tablespuonful
The Difference.
By a happy chance they reach the
and .pour on it the hot stock; stir well,
comfortable farmhouse on Chesuncook
"What is the ill (Terence between flowand strain. Pot the slices of lamb into a
Lake the first afternoon, where, since
ers aud weeds?" asked the teacher.
plain mould «ith pease, in layers; if you there will be no mosquitoes to bother,
"Weeds," said Walter, who had been have
any mint sauce sprinkle this in and
comfort of home to be had,
struggling with the sorrel in his moth- also; if not, add a sprinkling of lemon the every
they put up for the
suggests
guide
want
that
it
let
the
and
er's garden, "are
plants
juice. Pour on the jelly,
night.
that
harden.
to grow, and flowers are the ones
The next morning it is a little rough
don't."—Youth's Compauiou.
on the lake, perhaps; so they wait until
VEAI. AND 1IAM ΓΙΕ.
dinner for the water to become
Get half a pound of veal from the shin after
to paddle across. Dinner
Very Miraculous.
and a large knuckle, and two thin slices smooth enough
In the afternoon
at the farm house.
"Here's a story about a butcher who of
ham; put all on the fire after cutting
another
dropped forty feet into a caldron of the meat into strips and removing the they proceed leisurely and, by comforthappy coincidence, reach the
hot water and escaped uninjured."
fat, and simmer in water enough to able
sunabout
at
Pond
Mud
cabin at
Dissolve a
cover until it is very tender.
"Miraculous!"
where they put up for the night.
down,
Have
of
gelatine.
feet."
teaspoonful
large
"Oh, no. They were pigs'
After a week of this sort of camping
ready eome rich, thin pie crust also.
the sportsman, having been guided
Put the meat into a baking dish in lay- out,
Key to the Puzzler.
from one comfortable catnp to another,
ers, pour the hot stock over the gelatine,
No. 171.—Primal Acrostic: Freedom.
returns to Kineo, and presents bis unused
season, strain, and pour all in. Put on
and £20 or $30 worth of fishing
1. Federal. 2. Reality. 3. Elective. 4. the crust,
an opening for steam, supplies
making
home
Element. Γ». Declaim. 0. Oxidize. 7. and bake brown ; set away till very cold tackle to the guide. Then he goes
and tells wonderful stories of his adMassive.
and firm.
woods.
ventures in the Maine
No. 172.—Crossword: Lawu Tenuis.
JELI.IEI) FISII.
No. 173.—'Transpositions: Fowl, flow,
For Better or Worse.
Boil any white fish in barely enough
wolf; Olid, void; dead, Edda; luna, water to cover
A Baltimore woman who had "a
it, and add two cloves, a
ulna; last, salt.
tablespuonful of vinegar, salt and pep- perfect treasure of a cook'f was horriNo. 174.—Beheaded Rhymes: Strainwhen Maggie came to her
per, and if you have them, two bay fied recently
ing. training, ralnlug; brushing, rush- leaves. When the fish is done take it up saying:
"Please, mum, I'm givin' ye a wake's
and pick it into fine pieces. Boil down
ing; marching, archlug.
the stock to a cupful, pour over a level notice."
No. 175.—Λ Flag:
"Why, Maggie!" exclaimed the lady
tableepoonful of gelatine, dissolved, and
1caiiklofard8
strain. Put the fish into a mold, prefer- of the bouse, "this is a surprise! Aren't
ably one shaped like a fish, and pour you satisfied here? Do you hope to betο
ι
ν
κ θ
2 ο ρ
over the stock; when cold turn out on a ter yourself?"
chilled platter, and surround with sliced
"Well, no, mum," reponded Maggie.
8XA8TUKT ι υ μ 10
"
'Tis not exactly that. The fact is,
lemon and parsley. Cut two large cuι
4 τ r a d κ 11
cumbers so they will suggest baskets, mum, I'm goin' to get married."
scoop out the pulp in bits, mix these
5RKVOCAT ΙΟΝ 12
Mrs. Style—I'd like to see your baby,
with French dressing, and refill them;
ray dear. Is it here in the park with
I
dish.
of
the
end
at
each
A
one
put
these others?
This jellied fish can also be made quite
Mrs. Baste—Yes, it's here somewhere,
6BLUKBOTTL118
as well by mixing any bits of left-over
but the new nurse my husband engaged
made
from
beef
of
stock
with
a
fish
cup
Α
came while I was out, and I don't know
extract, or with an unsweetened lemon
her by sight myself yet.
Η

them with batter and brown in the oven.
or meat or

^PIANOS.^

The Rod «ad tk· Lightning.
"Tb· Interpreter" telle the following

WAKaT-'·

Α. Μ0*Τ 0ΗΛ11-

REMEMBER!
Norway.

four hou»e.
lie pays from (5 to I'J per ton for lr.·:
!re<t to nlm here.
He buys foWeil newspaper*.
He Is paying for mlxe<l rag*. I rent
I'ay··
itubbere according to market.
jrlce for bran sack*.
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Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings %jL.

High Grade

Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nlcfcot· St.,

I

